
Please select your role
If you answered 'other' to question 3 please provide details 

below

Do you support the proposal to 
relocate Atkinson House to a larger 

building in Ponteland in order to assist 
with providing additional specialist 

places for young people in 
Northumberland with Social, 

Emotional and mental health needs 
with effect from September 2022?

Please give the reasons for your answer

Linked to the relocation of Atkinson 
House,  do you support the proposal 
to change its provision from single 
sex to co-educational in order to 

provide additional specialist places 
for female students in 

Northumberland with Social, 
Emotional and mental health needs 
with effect from September 2022?

Linked to the relocation of Atkinson 
House,  do you support the proposal 
to change its provision from single 
sex to co-educational in order to 

provide additional specialist places 
for female students in 

Northumberland with Social, 
Emotional and mental health needs 
with effect from September 2022?

Please give the reasons for your answer
If you have an alternative proposal to the relocation of Atkinson House that you believe would achieve the additional places required for young people with SEMH for 

September 2022, please outline it below providing as much detail as possible (or state none). Do you have any additional comments you wish the Council's Cabinet to consider when deciding on whether or not to approve further consultation on  the proposals for Atkinson House? Last Modified Date Response ID Created Date Citizen Space Version Activity State Browser Identification Submitted Date Visited Pages - Introduction Visited Pages - Consultation 
document

Other
Owner of Little Tinklers Nursery, the building NEXT TO the 
proposed site

No

The site on Thornhill Road has always been a first school site, up until 2019, when the age band increased up to year 6 with Richard Coates extending to a Primary School.
Little Tinklers have run a successful, safe and Ofsted 'oustanding' nursery on the building closest to the proposed site for the last five years.
The nursery shares the entrance drive and our gardens (with low level fencing) reach up to the proposed drive and car park. 
We are a 'hygge' nursery and spend large amounts of time outdoors in all our garden areas. 
The consultation to relocate a school for 100 plus students aged 11+ years with SEMH including severe adverse behaviour, mental health issues, violent outbursts, etc. is wholly inappropriate to be next door to a setting that caters for children from birth to five years. 
Not only would bouts of possible verbal turbulance and profanities be within earshot, I also have serious and profound concerns about the safety of the children in the nursery. There is indisputable safeguarding anxieties involved; physical, mental, emotional and even sexual threats from these students.
The nursery site is simply not secure enough to discourage vandalism, forced entry, physical encroachment, or shielding from any of the above for our nursery children. 
On a more logistical level; the site is already extremely busy and dangerous with traffic, particularly at school drop off and collections, which would no doubt be exacerbated by taxi's and buses accessing Atkinson House. 
There is no mention or any assurance in the consultation document as to how any of these significant issues would be addressed; nor any assurance that the level of control / supervision / safety would be adhered to. 
In my opinion, the mixing of adverse / potentially dangerous / harmful students who have been removed from state schools onto a site where there are children aged 0-11yrs is not only completely inappropriate, it presents a real threat to the safety and welfare of the children in my care, could be potentially devastating to my 
business when parents find out these intentions and may have long lasting harmful,  detrimental and even irreversible effects to young children on this site and the wider community.

No No

I do not support the relocating of ANY students with SEMH onto a site where there are children form 0-11yrs. 
It is an extreme risk that should be avoided at all costs. 
The site simply cannot guarantee the safety of ANY of the children / students concerned and would impact severely on the site and the wider community. 
There has been complete disregard of
- the sites use
- the sites users
- the safety and welfare of the users
- the proximity to these users
- the significant traffic chaos and danger already on Thornhill Road
- the devastating impact on the nursery and school on site
- the real potential for irreversible harm / long lasting effects on users

The relocation cannot be considered on a site with users YOUNGER than the students of Atkinson House; the many and severe implications of this are too high risk. I STRONGLY OBJECT TO THE REALLOCATION OF ATKINSON HOUSE ONTO AN EARLY YEARS AND PRIMARY SITE. 2021-10-13 11:25:56 ANON-QNZW-XFG4-9 2021-10-13 10:29:37 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/94.0.4606.81 Safari/537.362021-10-13 11:20:28 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No Both as a parent of a child who attends the school next door and also the parent of a child who attends the private nursery located on the site, I completely object to this application due to the significant and potential risk to the welfare of the children of both the school and nursery, the residual impact due to inappropriate actions or 
behaviour our children may witness, the overall safety of the children on site due to low security of the gardens and access, and the increased danger and associated issues with traffic and car parking on site.

No No Changing from single sex to mixed is not my concern, my concern is the location of the proposed move
No proposal however I am sure there are alternative sites which can be looked at which do not involve very small children in close proximity who will no doubt be affected by the 
children attending this type of school This would be very detrimental to the children who attend both the school next door and the private nursery education and would not be well received by the community 2021-10-13 14:10:13 ANON-QNZW-XFG8-D 2021-10-13 14:03:43 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 14:10:19 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I do not support this proposal. My child attends little tinklers nursery which has direct access to the old richard coats school grounds, this includes their playgrounds in plain view where any inappropriate actions or behaviour can be viewed, which could cause the nursery children distress. 
I am also a resident who lives directly opposite the schools and find it very difficult to get to my own property at the moment. And with no extra parking available I'm guessing our residential streets will become a parking fiasco once again.

No No There is a massive problem within our society at the moment regarding women feeling safe. I would not feel safe placing my female child in a school that has been only for boys due to 
the extra support I feel women need at the moment.

Old ponteland high school. 
As the new high school is very secure and segregated away from the old grounds.

Think about the security risks of young nursery children in their play area having to witness distressing scenes of a pupil from Atkinson House.
Parking on residential streets causing mayhem for local residents and potential accident with a child.

2021-10-13 14:23:57 ANON-QNZW-XFGF-U 2021-10-13 14:01:31 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-A405FN/A405FNXXU3CUC2) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 14:24:08 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No My children attend Richard Coates and I feel the sites are too close with not enough security for older children with emotional needs potentially posing a risk for the younger children No No N/A N/A N/A 2021-10-13 14:24:08 ANON-QNZW-XFGD-S 2021-10-13 14:19:17 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-G780F) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 14:24:25 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No My child is a nursery pupil at both Richard Coates Primary school and Little Tinklers nursery. I feel the move of Atkinson’s house would have a detrimental effect on all pupils within Richard Coates and of course the nursery. I wouldn’t feel safe having my 3 year old so close to older children, where they can have an affect on both 
younger children and the community around both Coates and little Tinklers. It’s a safe environment for children under the age of 11 and this should NOT be changed. I wouldn’t feel safe having my 3 year old in the same area as so many older children with extra behavioural needs.

No No This is not safe for all the pupils at both Richard Coates and little Tinklers. They are all under the age of 11 and should not be so close to children who are of teenage years. None - however I feel this needs to be an environment with lots of space and somewhere not close to any nurseries or primary schools This needs to be seriously thought about. I don’t feel it is safe to have this house so close to younger children. Granted the House may need to be moved but moving it to a small tight knit community is a major mistake. 2021-10-13 14:25:43 ANON-QNZW-XFGA-P 2021-10-13 14:18:27 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 14:25:49 Introduction Consultation document

Other
Resident of the community living within very close proximity 
of the proposed Atkinson House and parent of child at 
nursery next to proposed site

No
I am concerned about the safety and security of my child and the children in nearby school. There is not sufficient security around the nursery and Richard coats primary school and the access route on Thornhill Road to the proposed site is insufficient. It wasn't sufficient when the Richard coats school was in the original building, but 
issues have significantly eased since the relocation of the schools within the area. The proposal is not in the interests of local resident Ana dchildren attending the schools and nurseries in question. It would be a detriment to the community and the security, influence and safety of all children attending the existing schools and nurseries 
and resident I the area.

No No The question bears no relevance to the proposal to move Atkinson House to the proposed area. Therefore, I cannot agree with it.
It should be moved to a more secure area that does not affect or act as a negative detriment to the residents and children of ponteland, or any other place for that matter, simply 
to provide an alternative place for other students. The children of ponteland don't have sufficient amenities as it is and have only just got through the upheaval of a new school 
structure. It is not in the interests of any of our children or the residents of Ponteland to action the move to the proposed site.

Please consider the needs of the children and residents who are already living in the area and who have already already through enough upheaval in the last couple of years. Thank about the lack of security afford to those people and the best interests 
of them, along side the interests of the students at Atkinson House.

2021-10-13 14:26:51 ANON-QNZW-XFGU-A 2021-10-13 14:19:03 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-A715F) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 14:26:58 Introduction Consultation document

Other Parent of school next door No I have 2 children age 8 at Richard Coates and don’t think it’s appropriate or safe place for this to open here . No No Not appropriate to have Atkinson house next to a school or nursery Somewhere where young children can’t see or be near such students I don’t believe many parents carers will be happy about this 2021-10-13 14:36:24 ANON-QNZW-XFGX-D 2021-10-13 14:30:19 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 14:36:39 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No As a parent with children that attend the neighbouring Richard Coates primary school I believe that this site is not appropriate for various reasons, including the proximity of the school and the issues with traffic, parking etc. I would be concerned about safety with the accessibility to the neighbouring school also. I don't believe it is a 
suitable site.

Yes Yes I believe that if this would help the children involved then yes. None As above 2021-10-13 14:43:15 ANON-QNZW-XFGR-7 2021-10-13 14:37:27 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; VOG-L29) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 14:43:18 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No As I have a small child in nursery extremely close to this building I am worried about the safety and what they may be witness to. If this where to go ahead I would have to take my child out of the nursery they are in which will negatively impact the current local business in place. I hope the correct decision is made on this. No No Same reason as above. I do not want this in an area where my 1 year old child goes to nursery. And mixing sexes will obviously exacerbated this. I am shocked this is even being 
explored as an option The obvious choice for this would be in an area far from children and residential areas. If this where to go ahead I would imagine many parents would remove children from existing nursery (little tinklers) which I am sure could not survive this. 2021-10-13 14:44:07 ANON-QNZW-XFG2-7 2021-10-13 14:36:48 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 14:44:22 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I wholly object to this application due to the significant and potential risk to the welfare of my children whom attend the adjacent school, the residual impact due to inappropriate actions or behaviour our children may witness, the overall safety of the children on site due to low security of the gardens and access, and the increased 
danger and associated issues with traffic and car parking on site.

No No
I wholly object to this application due to the significant and potential risk to the welfare of my children whom attend the adjacent school, the residual impact due to inappropriate 
actions or behaviour our children may witness, the overall safety of the children on site due to low security of the gardens and access, and the increased danger and associated issues 
with traffic and car parking on site.

None
I wholly object to this application due to the significant and potential risk to the welfare of my children whom attend the adjacent school, the residual impact due to inappropriate actions or behaviour our children may witness, the overall safety of the 
children on site due to low security of the gardens and access, and the increased danger and associated issues with traffic and car parking on site.

2021-10-13 14:44:36 ANON-QNZW-XFGG-V 2021-10-13 14:37:32 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 15_0_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/15.0 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 14:44:39 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No My child is at Little Tinklers nursery which is presently situated on the same site. I believe that the proposal will be a security risk to both the children of little Tinklers and the students at Richard Coates school. No No A mixed setting provides additional distractions and complications Not my job to come up with an alternative Don’t do it. Find a location where there will be limited impact on the parties already using a site 2021-10-13 14:45:03 ANON-QNZW-XFG6-B 2021-10-13 14:38:55 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 14:45:11 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

There is significant traffic in Ponteland already due to there being a high school and four primaries in the area. Parking is already an issue. 

It is not appropriate to locate the school next to a primary and private nursery facility. There are significant concerns the behaviour of the children (aged 11 plus) could adversely impact the primary aged children. 

Thornhill Road is already congested in the mornings and there is already antisocial behaviour around the Merton Way shops from High School students. This will likely be exacerbated by a further high school in the area.

No No My concern is more related to the proposed relocation of the school. No alternative proposal. No. 2021-10-13 14:46:44 ANON-QNZW-XFGK-Z 2021-10-13 14:37:36 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 14:46:50 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No There is a primary school right next to this site, which puts them at potential risk welfare who will witness & copy inappropriate actions & behaviours. No No It would unsettle the current children attending. None. None. 2021-10-13 14:47:58 ANON-QNZW-XFGV-B 2021-10-13 14:41:07 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 14:48:07 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No A primary school and nursery are located next door and this is not appropriate. No No Not appropriate Relocation of Atkinson house should not be next to a primary school& nursery. Please do not relocate Atkinson House to Ponteland. Thanks 2021-10-13 14:50:20 ANON-QNZW-XFGJ-Y 2021-10-13 14:46:58 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 14:50:41 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No Do not want next to my child’s school No Yes Not relevant to complaint Not the old Coates building After consulting parents many would remove their child from the current school this move would cause a lot of disruption to a lot of families in the community 2021-10-13 14:52:47 ANON-QNZW-XFG7-C 2021-10-13 14:49:11 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 12_4_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/12.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 14:52:53 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Potential welfare risk to the children at Richard Coates witnessing inappropriate behaviours & actions & it having a detrimental effect on their behaviour. No No It could cause upset to the children by moving them & also have a detrimental effect on a Richard Coates children. None. None. 2021-10-13 14:57:21 ANON-QNZW-XFG9-E 2021-10-13 14:55:32 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 14:57:31 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Potential welfare risk to the children at Richard Coates witnessing inappropriate behaviours & actions & it having a detrimental effect on their behaviour. No No Too disruptive for all involved. Extend the current school. None. 2021-10-13 14:59:32 ANON-QNZW-XFGH-W 2021-10-13 14:58:27 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 14:59:35 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No I do not think it’s a good idea to relocate here, as there is a primary school next door. Behavioural issues could be witnessed and could have an impact on the primary school pupils  next door. No No As above N/A N/A 2021-10-13 15:02:01 ANON-QNZW-XFGZ-F 2021-10-13 14:57:10 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 15:02:07 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

I do not want these children near my own in the school next door. I agree there is a need but they have been removed from school for unsociable behaviour, so putting right next door to vulnerable children is unexceptable. Would you like it on your doorstep or next to your ver, very young children. It needs to be an out of town 
establishment.
This is an area surrounded by very old vulnerable people too - peoples parents and grandparents who are already feeling insecure!
Not to mention the amount of traffic already in this area!
This has not been thought through and am thoroughly disgusted at the mere suggestion!

Yes Yes No reason No suggestion or keep it where it is. No 2021-10-13 15:07:07 ANON-QNZW-XFPP-E 2021-10-13 15:01:06 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-A505FN) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 15:07:17 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No
I believe it is not the correct area due to being close to a pro art school and a children’s day care nursery. These children have been removed from their school for a reason and now young children and their families will be at risk in the area. Also the trouble it will bring to a quiet residential area with lots of elderly residents. 

The traffic situation is already busy around school opening and closure times And adding an additional facility will cause more chaos/inappropriate parking and won’t be safe

No No Safety of students Na Na 2021-10-13 15:08:35 ANON-QNZW-XFPD-2 2021-10-13 15:04:35 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_6 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.1 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 15:08:43 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I have a child currently in Richard Coates primary. The traffic in and around the school site and local streets is absolutely horrendous at school times. There is not sufficient parking currently and there are massive issues getting around Ponteland at this time of the day as it is without another school. There are currently 5 schools in 
Ponteland which is already excessive. The previous school site is closely attached to Richard coates current site and I would have major safety concerns leaving my child in that school if this proposal was taken forward

No No I do not know enough about the provision in Northumberland to comment on this particular matter Somewhere where there aren’t 5 schools in a 2 mile radius already The safety of my child and the other pupils already receiving education at Richard coates school 2021-10-13 15:10:25 ANON-QNZW-XFPE-3 2021-10-13 15:05:04 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 15:10:29 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

This puts the well-being nursery children and primary school children in the neighbouring facility at significant and unnecessary risk.
The influence of the of adverse behaviour around them not to mention the physical risk is unbelievable and must not be ignored.
Such a careless move would be of huge detriment to a significant number of children and would indeed be entirely reckless.
I cannot believe that this would possibly in a million years be even put on the table as an option let alone seriously considered - surely this is a joke?

Yes Yes That makes sense.

I don’t have an alternative proposal for a location but 100% pre-requisites would be pretty obviously not right next door to a nursery or where there is a nursery and a school 
together with already significant challenges around access and parking which the schools and nursery are just starting to get under control.

Really there needs to be a clear list of “where shouldn’t this facility be” and not on top of a nursery or primary school (the very facility the children concerned have been taken out 
of - it’s an issue for those children too putting them in a space where they NEED to be removed from for their benefit as well).

There will be a never ending nightmare of issues, displacement of healthy and happy children from an excellent nursery and complications in the lives of scores of primary school children if this proposal in Ponteland goes ahead.
I probably wouldn’t want to be the one with that on my conscience.

2021-10-13 15:11:04 ANON-QNZW-XFG3-8 2021-10-13 14:58:55 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 15:11:19 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No
Not suitable locations with primary school and nursery next to it. 

Traffic has just decreased as Pontenland primary move to other locations, but adding another school will turn the traffic very bad again .

Yes Yes No comment A bigger area will be more suitable for special needs young people, definitely not right next to a primary and nursery Council should consider if the area can accept the capacity of students just on the same street. Parking is a nightmare and many complain from local residents 2021-10-13 15:13:26 ANON-QNZW-XFP8-P 2021-10-13 15:00:49 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_6 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.1 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 15:13:33 Introduction Consultation document



Parent of a student in another school No My daughter attends Richard Coates school and I would be very concerned about the behaviour she maybe exposed to or the other risks around the school. I specifically chose this school for my child due to it being well known for its calming and safe environment and I believe this would disrupt this. No No Na Na
Many parents choose primary schools in this area (including myself) because it is in a calm and safe area.I believe a relocation of Atkinson house will cause a lot of concern for many parents just like it has done to myself. 
Not only will it disrupt parents and staff it will in turn pass on to the children, which may cause a lot of distress to them. This is something that should definitely be taken into consideration when making this decision.

2021-10-13 15:15:07 ANON-QNZW-XFG5-A 2021-10-13 14:55:07 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 15:15:10 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No
Traffic flow is already a problem in this area for parents going to richard cotes and for the residents.

Also have to think for the safety of the pupils could become a issue and do not want this kind of stress on myself, my children or residents who in front of the school is mainly elderly people.

No No It's a ridiculous idea. The area should be located away from busy residential areas and not near any sort of primary school.
You really need to consider the impact on the area. Very young pupils in early stages of education. Elderly residents in the area trying to live a quite life.
The extra stress of already busy traffic flow in this area.
Atkinson's house is great but needs careful consideration of its location.

2021-10-13 15:15:20 ANON-QNZW-XFPM-B 2021-10-13 15:06:17 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 9; SAMSUNG SM-G950F) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 15:15:27 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No
I do not feel that it is a suitable site due to the ages of the children in the joining school and the other nursery on site. Given the needs of the pupils intended for this and the age this poses a huge risk to the children of neighbouring school to be exposed to unnecessary use of foul language and violence. Pupils with identified SEMH 
difficulties can often become violent and I would not be happy if my child was to witness this or have to listen to explosions of inappropriate language during her school day. I have worked in a school which was next door to a similar school and pupils were frequently having playtime and lunchtimes cut short due to abuse being shouted 
at them from older pupils over the fence. This is not fair on these children and their development and educational opportunities should not be put at risk.

Yes Yes Students have the right to a suitable education and if this is the provision they need their sex should not be affecting the placement. I do not agree on the new site. None No 2021-10-13 15:15:46 ANON-QNZW-XFPA-Y 2021-10-13 15:03:28 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-F711B) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 15:15:57 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No It will have a massive residual impact due to inappropriate actions or behaviour our children may witness, the overall safety of the children on of the nursery next door site due to low security of the gardens and access, and the increased danger and associated issues with traffic and car parking on site. I  feel this would be of high risk / Yes Yes N/A N/A No 2021-10-13 15:19:21 ANON-QNZW-XFPC-1 2021-10-13 15:13:54 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 15:19:27 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No This is next door to both a nursery and a primary school. It is very concerning that this is being considered. Children in these schools/nursery could be majorly effected if they witnessed things or could be at harm due to the children in the Atkinson House. I strongly object to this No No No comment N/A N/A 2021-10-13 15:21:21 ANON-QNZW-XFP2-G 2021-10-13 15:16:38 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 15:21:31 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No as a parent point of  view I do not wish Atkinson house moved to old Richard coates school, I think it will effect kids who go to the nursery and Richard coates school, there could be danger to our children,  there might be created more social behavior problem. No No no comment no comment
I think the council should think clearly, should not move Atkinson house so close to normal school,  they should find somewhere that better environment for them to be calm, should not be next to normal school. I think Richard coates  and nursery will 
very much objected this too!

2021-10-13 15:22:05 ANON-QNZW-XFP4-J 2021-10-13 14:59:48 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 9; SAMSUNG SM-G9550) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 15:22:15 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No
I am concerned over the safety of my child being so close to this school. 
I am highly concerned about parking from another school being next to richard coates, this is an already busy area with limited parking. 
I am highly concerned about this school being next to richard coates and wholly object to this proposal. I am concerned my children could witness inappropriate behaviour and concerned for there safety being so close to this school.

No No In order to provide a safe space it would seem more fitted to keep it single sex. None None 2021-10-13 15:28:32 ANON-QNZW-XFPK-9 2021-10-13 15:23:10 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 8.0.0; SAMSUNG SM-G930F) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 15:28:50 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No The school would be located next to a primary school making more congestion of traffic in and out of the area therefore safety is a very big concern for young primary school students. Also concerns about the influence on young primary school students. Yes Yes There should be space in all schools for both male and female students I do not have a alternative proposal but am highly against the relocation to the proposed site I highly object to the relocation of Atkinson house to the proposed location due to safety concerns for the young children already attending the school next door to the location. 2021-10-13 15:31:38 ANON-QNZW-XFPG-5 2021-10-13 15:22:30 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-A505FN) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 15:31:43 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No
The building you propose to move Atkinson House to is in very close proximity of an early years nursery and a primary school. I do not feel that the safety and welfare of these children are being considered. Understanding the behaviour levels of the minors who attend Atkinson House, gives me great concern to those pre-school and 
primary school children. Their safety is at risk as the building is within the grounds of that mentioned above. They may be subject to unacceptable language, scenes of violence and criminal behaviour. This is most certainly not something that I would like children to see and experience on a daily basis. If this application was to go 
ahead, I would consider moving them from the primary school neighbouring this building.

No No I strongly disagree with the proposal to re-alocate Atkinson House to the proposed site. Re-allocate to a building where young children's safety and welfare are being considered. None other than strongly disagreeing with the proposed re-location. 2021-10-13 15:33:40 ANON-QNZW-XFPR-G 2021-10-13 15:18:55 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-G991B) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 15:33:52 Introduction Consultation document

Other My daughters attend Richard coates No I understand the importance of these schools but I feel they should be placed in a more secure location. As the school is for older children I feel it would have a massive negative impact on the younger children at Richard Coates in the sense of attitude/ behaviour. Thornhill road is also a very busy road during school hours and is already 
a concern of mine for the safety of the children. As it stands year 5 and year 6 are currently in the old building due to there not being enough space in the current building, what would happen to these year groups? Where would they go?

Yes Yes I cant give an answer for this question as I’m unsure about how additional needs school work. I do believe in equal opportunities for everyone I cannot comment on this as I don’t know the availability. You mentioned the sports facilities. Currently the MUGA and the sports field is opened up to both RC buildings. How will this work? Does this mean the schools will join together? 2021-10-13 16:02:07 ANON-QNZW-XFPW-N 2021-10-13 15:37:48 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 16:02:22 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school Yes I think children deserve to be taught in bigger better schools Yes Yes Mixed schools work well No No 2021-10-13 16:03:16 ANON-QNZW-XFP9-Q 2021-10-13 16:01:16 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 15_0 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/15.0 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 16:03:19 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I do not support this, I believe this will be a detriment to my children that attend the school that would essentially be linked to this school. I do not want them to be around children whom have been excused from main stream school due to behaviour. Yes Yes This makes no difference to me whether it’s single or mixed sex school due to my objection is the location of this school. No further issues to raise No further issues to raise 2021-10-13 16:03:24 ANON-QNZW-XFPT-J 2021-10-13 16:00:06 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 16:03:29 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No Inappropriate location. No No Issue with co Ed. Outside 9f Ponteland No 2021-10-13 16:12:22 ANON-QNZW-XFPH-6 2021-10-13 16:11:34 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-A705FN) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 16:12:26 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I object to this proposal. I have young children attending the adjacent nursery and school and have serious concerns about the negative impacts this will have on their welfare. There is no need for this school to be relocated right next to hundreds of young children. It will create a lot of unneccessary problems and tension, and Richard 
Coates school has only just been changed to a primary school so is trying to build a reputation - this could ruin its chances!

No No If the reason for the move is to expand then I do not support expansion, purely because I am against the relocation site. It is better to keep it in its current location as that area is used to it’s presence, but in particular it is better not to locate it so close to another school. Thank you for the opportunity to have my say. I have only just moved to the area to get my kids into a nice safe school and area - it would be galling to have these proposals approved. 2021-10-13 16:43:24 ANON-QNZW-XFPN-C 2021-10-13 16:03:16 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_4_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.0.3 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 16:43:50 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I have two young children in the primary school next door to the site and believe this could be a danger to them. Especially if the playing fields are shared and that part of the building is attached to the primary school which is also a big concern. Yes Yes Not applicable I feel like the children of ponteland (including the babies/pre school at Little Tinklers) should be safe and secure at school/nursery and feel this is not the appropriate place to have a school like Atkinson House. 2021-10-13 16:50:56 ANON-QNZW-XF3F-7 2021-10-13 16:39:39 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 16:51:17 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No Whilst we appreciate the need for extra support in a bigger school, I do not feel relocating Atkinson House to a building near a nursery and junior school is appropriate. That site doesn’t have sufficient secure facilities / boundaries for children who require specialist care. This is a potential risk to those students and residents in the 
surrounding area.

Yes Yes I think this would seem reasonable to accommodate extra support for female students however I don’t feel it’s my place to comment as I don’t have a child at the school. N/a N/a 2021-10-13 16:56:26 ANON-QNZW-XF3P-H 2021-10-13 16:50:07 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 16:56:34 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No The premises and location are completely inappropriate for the needs of the pupils and surrounding communities. There is a high risk to pupils at the local nursery, and the Primary School.  Local residents would also be affected detrimentally by additional traffic, parking and some vulnerable residents would feel intimidated by the 
proposals.

No No The premises and location are wholly inappropriate. There are many unused premises in Ashington/Blyth which could be used more safely for the pupils and local community.  They would also benefit from regeneration. This consultation has not been widely publicised in Ponteland and therefore many residents have not had an opportunity to complete this consultation. 2021-10-13 17:07:52 ANON-QNZW-XF3Q-J 2021-10-13 17:01:49 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-A715F) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 17:07:56 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No The proposed move places far too much pressure on the local community in terms of infrastructure concerning parkin/traffic etc. It has only just eased since moving one school away from the site. It will yet again be an accident waiting to happen.
Furthermore, it is wholly unsuitable to move a school of this type to a site with such close proximity to very young children. It will be incredibly detrimental to them and raises some serious safeguarding concerns.

No No - -
The safety of children within the area already must be at the forefront of any consideration. The area can not cope with additional traffic needs, the old Richard Coates  school was in dire need of massive improvements and it is far to close to a primary 
school, which raises serious safeguarding issues for the younger children.

2021-10-13 17:13:07 ANON-QNZW-XF3A-2 2021-10-13 17:06:33 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; SM-G960F) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 17:13:12 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

The site is on the same grounds as a nursery (Little Tinklers) and a primary school (Richard Coates). They are all very closely linked. This means there would be no safe or guaranteed way of separating students. I feel this would impose a huge risk to the young children at Tinklers and Richard Coates nursery as they are likely to be 
exposed to intimidating and upsetting behaviour. This is likely to lead to these young children not feeling safe in the close proximity of school and in the school environment. My child has Selective Mutism (a severe anxiety disorder) and Autism, so I most definitely understand the need for specialist schools, however for my child, it is 
vital for her that the walk to and from school and the school grounds/environment is calm and safe. I strongly believe hearing and witnessing extreme behaviours would be detrimental to my child's mental health and emotional wellbeing. I think all of the buildings are far too close in proximity for there not to be any impact on the 
young children at Little Tinklers and Richard Coates, who are so young and vulnerable. I also do not think the roads near the site can accommodate more vehicles as it is a highly populated residential area - another high risk factor / safety issue. In summary, I strongly feel that the site is not fit for this purpose - there are too many risks 
for nearby, young children.

Yes Yes I do believe female youngsters should be given the right support and help as well. No No 2021-10-13 17:18:24 ANON-QNZW-XF38-S 2021-10-13 16:49:28 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 9; SAMSUNG SM-A505FN) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 17:18:29 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No This comment has been removed due to an inappropriate content No No None This comment has been removed due to inappropriate content Stop destroying nice communities with your dodgy decision making 2021-10-13 17:26:34 ANON-QNZW-XF3E-6 2021-10-13 17:22:16 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 17:26:44 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Inappropriate location and the pupils are a high risk to the young children and residents nearby. Entirely unsuitable proposal. No No Just because the proposed premises were a school does not mean that it is suitable for these pupils, let alone increasing their numbers. The school is outdated already, only fit for 
demolition and other sites should be considered. There are ample sites in the south east. Ashington,  cramlington and Blyth all have disused buildings that would benefit from regeneration. This inappropriate proposal has not been published in Ponteland News and Views or had any form of consultation with the community.  Yet again, Ponteland residents are ridden over roughshod by the County Council. 2021-10-13 17:32:53 ANON-QNZW-XF3M-E 2021-10-13 17:25:24 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-A715F) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 17:32:55 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I wholeheartedly understand that facilities like that are needed. But it is not an appropriate place for a home like that next to a nursery and primary school. And I would feel very uneasy to send my daughters to school next door. No No No None Just want to highlight again that it's not an appropriate place to put a facility like that next-door to a primary school and nursery. 2021-10-13 17:35:26 ANON-QNZW-XFPB-Z 2021-10-13 15:07:08 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; ELE-L09) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 17:35:32 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No As a parent of 2 (soon to be 3) children in Richard Coates school I strongly oppose this relocation given the potential impact this could cause my children. No No My opposition is to the proposed relocation only. I have no alternative suggestion. No. 2021-10-13 17:37:53 ANON-QNZW-XF3C-4 2021-10-13 17:35:49 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 13_6 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8609 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/17G68 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone8,4;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/13.6;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 17:37:57 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No
Being a resident and in close proximity to the schools this would increase the traffic build up that has been reduced since ponteland first school moved to their new site.
Being a parent of children within the Richard Coates school system I also believe having a High school in such close distance would impact the primary/ nursery children. 
Working within a sector of people with behavioural issues, escalations of behaviours can and will have a detrimental effect on the wider aging community.

No No As per above None A full residential consultation should have been considered rather than having to find out via a community page on Facebook and report in the chronicle. 2021-10-13 17:39:24 ANON-QNZW-XF3B-3 2021-10-13 17:28:25 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone12,3;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 17:39:29 Introduction Consultation document



Parent of a student in another school Son in reception and daughter in year 2 at Richard Coates No I have huge concerns about the safe guarding of our children. The schools and nursery are very close to each other and the playing field/ play areas are very open. I firmly object to this proposal with regards to the safety and well being of my own children - what they may potentially see or experience both during school and getting to 
and from school. I find it absolutely astonishing that this proposal is being put forwards in the first case.

No No There isn't an option to say that I have no opinion on this. Not next to babies and impressionable young children, obviously!!!!! The idea of small children, babies and impressionable young adults being forced to potentially witness damaging antisocial behaviour is absolutely outrageous. How can this ever have been a viable option for the council?? 2021-10-13 17:39:34 ANON-QNZW-XF3X-S 2021-10-13 17:29:34 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-A326B) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 17:39:36 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No I have a five year old daughter and a three year old son who both attend Richard Coates and we live within walking distance. We are concerned around the safety of our children and how vulnerable they will be being in such close proximity to a school for children with behaviours and mental health needs. No No I object to the proposal completely. The school should be relocated to a more secure building and not on a residential street. There are many elderly residents living on Thornhill Road. A residential street is not an appropriate area for a school for children who have mental health needs and behaviours. There is a huge safeguarding issue. 2021-10-13 17:41:50 ANON-QNZW-XF3U-P 2021-10-13 17:13:36 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-G780F) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 17:42:04 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No Too close to richard Coates who are primary school children and will see and be influenced by behaviour. No No Feel it would be better separate None No 2021-10-13 17:45:19 ANON-QNZW-XF3R-K 2021-10-13 17:41:55 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 12_5_5 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/12.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 17:45:24 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Though i sympathise with the students that attend the Atkinson programme I am aware there is a very young school opposite I believe that if this is allowed to go ahead they would be subjected to behaviour and incidents that could be detrimental to there development and personally would feel on edge about my 2 children attending 
the school and don't belive to be fair for them and us to feel and be subjected to it.

No No Again the same as above. If they are to the extent that is described then I can't see how a dual sex school could possibly work as surely they would aggravate each other and could 
cause more distress to themselves

The only solution I can think of is to look for a site more secluded where they can be more at ease and have more freedom of been outdoors with out judgement been passed by 
the local community.

I think that this proposal is a very selfish move on Atkinson house part  a looking at such a big site and trying to making it a dual sex school this has money grabbing and extra funding all over it where I belive they wouldn't be able to give the attention 
these children require by this move

2021-10-13 17:56:14 ANON-QNZW-XF32-K 2021-10-13 17:39:26 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-G991B Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.36 EdgW/1.02021-10-13 17:56:31 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No
I am a parent of young children at Richard Coates Primary and a local resident.
I fear for the safety of my children at the school, as part of the school building is still used by year 5 & 6 children. How can you completely segregate the children when they're using the same building and playing fields. It could lead to extra traffic and vehicles, adding pressure onto the already heavily congested roads of ponteland. 
I will remove my children from their school if this goes ahead as they will not be safe.

Yes Yes Girls also need the same support available to boys, just not at this site N/a I don't have an alternative, maybe extend the current site? This cannot go ahead  it is unsafe, and the council are mad to think that parents would be ok with this! 2021-10-13 18:19:39 ANON-QNZW-XFGE-T 2021-10-13 14:22:37 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-G991B) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 18:19:44 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

I think this poses significant risk to pupils at the adjoining school of Richard Coates Primary. 

Having pupils aged 11-16 with severe and focused needs, including mental health and behavioural issues is very challenging to manage. And whilst I appreciate the absolute and desperate need for these facilities, housing this next to a primary school, is in no way ideal. 

Parking in and around both sites is incredibly challenging, and adding more traffic, especially for pupils with SEND issues could be very dangerous for them and pupils in the main school RCP site. 

The infrastructure in and around Ponteland village cannot support increased vehicles. Roads are already gridlocked most days, especially in and around pick up and drop off times. Adding further numbers of road users is dangerous and irresponsible. 

Additionally, public transport links are not great, and adding a demographic of children with specific emotional and mental health needs is doing them a huge disservice given the sheer number of other children already within this local area.

Yes Yes
As stated this is the only specialist provision of its nature and should be available to both male and female pupils. 

Provision may need to be separate on site based on needs of the pupils, and how staff feel they can best manage and navigate this proposed change.

Given the size and location of the current site, this could be expanded with funding and a rebuild arranged. 

A significant amount of money would need to be spent on Richard Coates old site, to make it fit for purpose. This could easily be spent improving current provisions.

I would be interested in understanding why they feel this is a workable, sensible and beneficial proposal, both for current pupils of Atkinson House and indeed those of Richard Coates Primary. 

I also wonder how local residents will feel given the high number of current complaints about parking, parents & carers commuting to the current site in Ponteland for RCP as it stands.

2021-10-13 18:27:39 ANON-QNZW-XF36-Q 2021-10-13 18:14:26 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-G975F Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 18:27:44 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Parking and traffic is already a huge issue in the area of Ponteland. Already there are 5 schools here and traffic is terrible during school times. Yes Yes I support the change to increase specialist places but not at the proposed destination. None Affordable housing needed in Ponteland please consider this for the site. 2021-10-13 18:33:40 ANON-QNZW-XF3V-Q 2021-10-13 18:23:14 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_4_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.0.3 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 18:33:52 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No There is a primary school next door with no security. I feel for the safety of my child at Richard Coates and will be taking legal action if this goes ahead Yes Yes None None 2021-10-13 18:58:21 ANON-QNZW-XF3Z-U 2021-10-13 18:55:16 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-G973F Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 18:58:28 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

Relocation to the middle of a quiet housing estate is wholly inappropriate. Pensioners in bungalows back onto the site as does a nursery and a primary school. The area is already very busy at school drop off and pick up. 

I totqlly understand the need for provision for children with SN but this location will lower property prices and breed fear in local residents. 

I absolutely reject the proposal and I'm sure a much more suitable site can be found.

No No Mixed education for students who may show inappropriate behaviour would not be suitable. I would fear for the young girls. Stay at current site.
Ponteland is a small village with 4 primary schools within a 2 mile radius. 

Infrastructure of another school and its associated needs cannot be accommodated. In addition the site is in the middle of a quiet family orientated housing estate and would drive down property prices.

2021-10-13 18:58:49 ANON-QNZW-XF35-P 2021-10-13 18:51:01 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-A715F Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 18:58:56 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No Impact on safety of children in nursery and school on the same site No No I do not see the link No No 2021-10-13 18:58:59 ANON-QNZW-XF3H-9 2021-10-13 18:56:52 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone13,2;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 18:59:05 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No
As a parent of a child attending Little Tinklers I have a concerns regarding my child’s safety. The nursery gardens are open and in close proximity to the old school and I am worried about the behaviour to which my child may witness, and also the possible risk of interaction with the students from  Atkinson House. 

If the proposed move takes place we will be considering moving nurseries and also look at the other schools in Ponteland instead of Richard Coates which was our plan.

No No As above
I don’t have an alternative proposal as I don’t know what options are available, however I would think that such a provider would be better situated on a campus where there 
aren’t mainstream schools currently operating. Please consider the families of the children attending Richard Coates and Little Tinklers. 2021-10-13 19:00:34 ANON-QNZW-XF3J-B 2021-10-13 18:24:52 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 19:00:41 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No I feel it will have a negative impact on anti social behaviour in the local area. And having such young children right next door including my young son I feel this will make the children unsafe and also put them at risk of witnessing negative behaviours. Furthermore, rush hour traffic  before and after schools is already a huge strain on the 
village with all the schools we do not need another one!

No No No If it moves to ponteland we do not want a rise in anti social behaviour in our area! Somewhere not next to a primary/ nursery where young children  could witness inappropriate behaviour! This is a ridiculous suggestion 2021-10-13 19:05:04 ANON-QNZW-XFQ8-Q 2021-10-13 19:01:25 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-G973F Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 19:05:08 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

Not appropriate to have a school for those not able to be mainstream school next door to a mainstream school.  Although the need for a larger school and specialist environment for these children is recognised the age difference and potential exposure to difficult to manage behaviours for the primary age children is concerning and 
potentially distressing for the children.  It may also create a culture of 'them' and 'us' for the children with additional support needs who really need to feel less segregated and not have this exadurated for them.

Concerns re flow of traffic as the area is already heavily congested during school drop off/pick up times.

Yes Yes Mainstream school would be coeducational, so long as there are no risks to either sex from e.g. Certain behaviours or lack of inhibition then through risk assessment t it seems very 
appropriate to Co educate. None No 2021-10-13 19:06:52 ANON-QNZW-XF3N-F 2021-10-13 18:55:13 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 9; POT-LX1A Build/HUAWEIPOT-L41B; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 19:06:59 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No There is already too much travel on Thornhill road and this will create more. It would not be good for small children to have to play a close proximity to teenagers who are experiencing social problems. This idea is ludicrous and the whole of Ponteland will fight against such a move. No No I don’t want this school in my street Go elsewhere Pick a location away from infants 2021-10-13 19:07:04 ANON-QNZW-XFQF-5 2021-10-13 19:01:21 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_4_2 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8610 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18D70 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone12,8;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.4.2;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 19:07:10 Introduction Consultation document

Other Resident member and parent No There are concerns about the safety and security of the children and residents who love near or next to the proposed site. The area is not appropriate for the proposed school and will ultimately affect the welfare of the children who already live and go to school here. There are safety and influence concerns. There is a risk to what 
ourxhildren may hear, see and witness with such a site being put on the proposed site. There is also a traffic and congestion issue to be concerned about. Thornhill Road can not adequately cater for more traffic. It has only just got better following the school reshuffle.

No No The proposed site is not appropriate or agreed so i cannot agree with or comment on the proposal to include different sex students.
Not in ponteland and somewhere that is better secured and would not be an immediate detriment to the residents, their children, school, house prices and overall appeal on the 
location. This proposal would negatively affect out village in all aspects Think of our children and residents as well as the students of Atkinson House. The proposed site is not appropriate for anyone. 2021-10-13 19:07:13 ANON-QNZW-XFGB-Q 2021-10-13 14:30:15 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-A515F) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 19:07:16 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I have a child that attends Richard Coates and don’t feel that there is enough separation between the two school grounds to make sure that our children are fully protected when they are at school. The risk of them witnessing or being involved in any issues that occur would be a great concern especially as the children will be of an older 
age.

No No . .
Parking in this area has for many years been a major problem not to mention a risk to the children. Adding a new school will only make this work. Since the first school has opened we have still had letters from Richard Coates regarding children’s safety 
and problem parking.

2021-10-13 19:07:26 ANON-QNZW-XFQ1-G 2021-10-13 19:02:51 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone12,5;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 19:07:32 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No The estate is filled with children already. There are problems with youths in the evening and weekends gathering at the nearby shopping centre. This is already not a quiet area as a result. 
The traffic throughout the estate is busy most of the time with few driving the speed limit already placing our children at risk without increasing traffic again.

No No Mixing children with social and mental health problems in an already fractured community would not benefit either females or males A location outside of a housing estate, somewhere with space and leisure facilities not crammed into a housing estate N/A 2021-10-13 19:10:10 ANON-QNZW-XFQQ-G 2021-10-13 19:04:29 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_6 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.1 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 19:10:23 Introduction Consultation document

Other Child attends ponteland school No I do not support having Atkinson house near a state primary school. These children would be terrible role models to younger children and I would not feel safe sending my child to school anymore. No No Just no! None
Please do not disrupt my child’s educational
Experience.

2021-10-13 19:10:29 ANON-QNZW-XFQU-M 2021-10-13 19:07:56 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone12,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 19:10:35 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

The site is unsuitable for a number of reasons which are as follows:
Proximity of local nursery
Proximity of local primary school
Traffic Congestion as the ponteland road network is already overcapacity.
Lack of security to ensure the safety of both the pupils of Atkinson House and surrounding schools/nurseries

No No The question asked is only relevant if the site in ponteland was both suitable and large enough.
The site is neither large enough nor suitable for the relocation of Atkinson House. There are a number of vacant brownfield sites located across Northumberland

As previously stated the site is not suitable due to the proximity of other schools but the simple fact is Ponteland is already heavily oversubscribed and the road network can simply not cope with any additional traffic above what is already being 
accommodated.
The site in particular is not on a main traffic route making it even more unsuitable due to this fact.

2021-10-13 19:10:47 ANON-QNZW-XF3T-N 2021-10-13 18:50:45 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 19:10:51 Introduction Consultation document

Other Parent of children in the nursery No I understand these children need an education facility however due to what could be consider as high risk behaviour of certain children who would be attending I don’t think it is appropriate to have a site so close to a nursery No No I do not support this relocation Unfortunately I do not have an alternative proposal although I do understand one is needed None 2021-10-13 19:16:28 ANON-QNZW-XFQD-3 2021-10-13 19:09:23 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone12,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 19:16:34 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I object to this as my child is at nursery beside this location and I would be worried about the affect it would have on them. There is an outside play area with low hedges and I would not be happy with how much access there could be. No No Please find a different location None None 2021-10-13 19:19:36 ANON-QNZW-XFQA-Z 2021-10-13 19:05:48 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 19:19:51 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I have 2 children in Richard Coates. I feel the site you are purposing to put this new housing on leaves me with dangerous that I did not want to consider whilst my children are in school. The site it not secure and does not give me any confidence that it will be. To situate a unit next to a primary school and nursery is not the best thought 
out plan and does not give your current community any reassurance that it has been considered. I urge the plans to be readdressed and a suitable location sourced else where. I have the opinion that myself along with other parents will remove children from the primary school.

No No I don’t want the housing next to the school my children go to I do not have a suggestion Think about a better more suitable location away from a school 2021-10-13 19:25:13 ANON-QNZW-XFQX-Q 2021-10-13 19:17:27 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_3 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.0.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 19:25:18 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

My sons attend Little Tinklers nursery and we were going to apply for a place ay Richard Coates primary school on the same site for next year.

The proposal means I would seriously reconsider applying for the Richard Coates primary school due to concerns for safety of my young sons as well as concerns over their emotional welfare and their own development. 

I have concerns in respect of their safety, particularly going in and out of school / nursery and if any facilities e.g. playing fields are to be shared. I am unaware of fencing / barriers around the nursery and school at the moment to separate them from the proposed  site and will have concerns more generally if these are not robust. 

I am also concerned in respect of any negative or aggressive behaviours they may witness (even from afar) which, from such a young age, could have a significant impact on their own development (i.e. copying what they are older kids doing). 

This is also worrying in the sense that any aggressive to similar behaviour from teenagers that they witness could make them unsettled or scared in their own school / nursery settings. 

We have chosen the Little Tinklers nursery partly due to the lovely quiet environment in the play area and would choose the Richard Coates school for the same reason. 

The proposal for this plan would, unfortunately, mean that I am unlikely to choose to send my son to Richard Coates next year and would need to apply for a place at a school further away. I would also look to use a different nursery for my youngest son. I expect I will not be the only parent who makes this decision. The proposal will 
therefore have a negative impact on both the Little Tinklers nursery and Richard Coates primary and the services they offer to local children to Ponteland. 

In addition to the safety and welfare concerns, traffic in this area is already extremely busy. Adding another school for so many pupils is going to exacerbate this problem bringing increased risk in terms of road safety for children, increased traffic pollution and issues with respect of access to local services for residents during pick up and 

No No

Having experience of teenagers with SEMH and autism (my own sister has severe autism) I understand that there is a requirement for these services for females however, particularly 
in the teenage years, behavioural issues can differ greatly between the sexes meaning they simply have different needs in terms of support from a school.  

In addition I would have significant concern for the welfare and safety of female students.

N/A N/A 2021-10-13 19:26:05 ANON-QNZW-XFQP-F 2021-10-13 19:01:31 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone11,2;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 19:26:21 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No My children attend both Richard Coates primary school and Little Tinklers nursery. I am concerned by both the impact this will have on behaviours which children at both settings may be exposed to or may witness and the use of facilities previously shared between the schools. There is a huge difference between a mainstream primary 
school and an 11+ facility such as Atkinson House. The 2 school sites and nursery are incredibly close with very few boundaries between them and a number of the facilities (MUGA etc) were previously shared between the 2 schools. There is also already an issue with parking and traffic with the one school and nursery.

No No None None None 2021-10-13 19:31:18 ANON-QNZW-XFQ2-H 2021-10-13 19:21:11 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; CLT-L09) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 19:31:25 Introduction Consultation document



Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No This isn’t going to be good for the area, anti social behaviour on the way to and from school. Also my children attend Richard coates which is right next door and this is a great worry to me about what sort of behaviours my children will see and have to deal with. The traffic on Thornhill road is also bad and dangerous enough as it is. Add 
more cars and busses and someone will end up being killed

No No Reasons as outlined above N/a No 2021-10-13 19:33:02 ANON-QNZW-XFQG-6 2021-10-13 19:30:30 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 19:33:07 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No My own children’s welfare at Richard Coates school and influences the change would bring to them No No No applicable Somewhere else other than directly next to another school and nursery as I feel this is highly inapropriate N 2021-10-13 19:34:02 ANON-QNZW-XFPV-M 2021-10-13 15:39:11 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 19:34:14 Introduction Consultation document

Other Resident of Ponteland No

Whilst fully supporting the need to increase this type of provision for pupils in Northumberland I feel the proposed site is far from ideal. 

The area is already overloaded with traffic and, given that these pupils all need to be transported to and from school, it can only add to the congestion in and out of the village. The infrastructure can barely cope with the current traffic.

The close proximity to a primary school and a nursery day care site, a Care Home and a variety of different types of housing raise issues that concern me. Whilst it would be wrong to surround this new establishment with high walls and intrusive security, I am concerned that there would be relatively easy access to the local surrounding  
for the pupils, making residents anxious. For the same reason I worry that local pupils may be subject to overhearing or witnessing inappropriate behaviour. 

These students with SEMH issues need support, not only from their teachers, but from the wider community and I honestly feel that this will not be forthcoming due to the concerns I have raised. I can understand that an empty school with good facilities seems economically an ideal place to move this school to, but there are wider 
issues that should be taken into consideration.

Yes Yes The school environment should echo the environment that pupils live in I.e. make and female. None No 2021-10-13 19:37:17 ANON-QNZW-XF33-M 2021-10-13 18:59:48 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPad6,11;FBMD/iPad;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/tablet;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 19:37:29 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

The report set out for consultation is, at best, vague. It inadequately addresses social and economic impact on Ponteland. Nor does it attempt to address how it will minimise impact and disruption to an entire community of school pupils who have been affected by significant disruption in recent years. 

The report does nothing more than specify that more places are desired and Ponteland happens to have a school site larger than the current site. There is no due diligence, evidence that alternative sites have even been considered or qualitative assessment that the Ponteland site is the best option. 

Finally, Atkinson House school was most recently deemed to require improvement through OFSTED inspection - perhaps the time and effort being poured into expansion plans, this consultation and proposed move would be better invested on that improvement.

No No The school is currently inadequately providing for the needs of the existing pupils. And while I absolutely support  the need for youngsters, regardless of gender, to receive necessary 
services, those services must be adequate, before they are expanded.

Please include in the report the Northumberland County Council property asset list - this would better allow respondents to reply from an informed perspective, with known 
availability. 

Furthermore I would like to understand what NCC propose to do with the vacated Atkinson House site. And would find it extremely dubious should that site be repurposed to 
“address the increasing demand for suitable and affordable residential accommodation in the county”.

Significantly more information needs to be made visible, by the council, for pupils, parents, careers and the local community to provide informed feedback and decision-making surrounding this consultation. Without this, the consultation becomes a 
wasteful exercise which, as a resident of NCC I wholly object to - I expect to see value for my council tax investment and do not fee that the way this process is being executed is delivering it.

2021-10-13 19:38:43 ANON-QNZW-XFQR-H 2021-10-13 19:23:24 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) CriOS/94.0.4606.76 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 19:39:05 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I don't believe it is a suitable location with a primary school and nursery sharing the premises. I think it puts the younger children at greater risk if mixing near/with secondary children especially if those children need require extra emotional/mental health support. No No I do not know enough about the precautions in place but I do feel mixing may lead to greater problems within the school Na No 2021-10-13 19:43:41 ANON-QNZW-XFQK-A 2021-10-13 19:35:31 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-A217F) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 19:43:48 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

Currently Atkinson House School has approximately 79 pupils, moving to a larger site I’d presume that number will increase. Personally my objection would be that another school would add further to the already horrendous rush hour traffic that already overwhelms the village and its connecting routes. 80+ extra cars on the school run 
isn’t ideal in the slightest.

In addition to this as someone who has a daughter at RC Primary School I do not think it is acceptable to have a SEMH school so close to a mainstream primary and private nursery. The most recent Ofsted reports indicate that the Atkinson House school is not currently up to good standard and requires work,  we have good schools in 
Ponteland therefore do not want to ruin this and adding a further 20 students to the current 80 at AH is unfair on the village.

Yes Yes

Currently Atkinson House School has approximately 79 pupils, moving to a larger site I’d presume that number will increase. Personally my objection would be that another school 
would add further to the already horrendous rush hour traffic that already overwhelms the village and its connecting routes. 80+ extra cars on the school run isn’t ideal in the slightest.

In addition to this as someone who has a daughter at RC Primary School I do not think it is acceptable to have a SEMH school so close to a mainstream primary and private nursery. 
The most recent Ofsted reports indicate that the Atkinson House school is not currently up to good standard and requires work,  we have good schools in Ponteland therefore do not 
want to ruin this and adding a further 20 students to the current 80 at AH is unfair on the village.

Currently Atkinson House School has approximately 79 pupils, moving to a larger site I’d presume that number will increase. Personally my objection would be that another 
school would add further to the already horrendous rush hour traffic that already overwhelms the village and its connecting routes. 80+ extra cars on the school run isn’t ideal in 
the slightest.

In addition to this as someone who has a daughter at RC Primary School I do not think it is acceptable to have a SEMH school so close to a mainstream primary and private 
nursery. The most recent Ofsted reports indicate that the Atkinson House school is not currently up to good standard and requires work,  we have good schools in Ponteland 
therefore do not want to ruin this and adding a further 20 students to the current 80 at AH is unfair on the village.

No 2021-10-13 19:45:24 ANON-QNZW-XF37-R 2021-10-13 18:42:43 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 19:45:28 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No Not a suitable school to be placed next to a private nursery and a primary school. No No . . . 2021-10-13 19:49:06 ANON-QNZW-XFQY-R 2021-10-13 19:44:52 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_4_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.0.3 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 19:49:13 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No SEMH units should be placed within specialist SEND provision, not next to a nursery. No No Personal Not sure No 2021-10-13 19:52:33 ANON-QNZW-XFQJ-9 2021-10-13 19:51:14 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 19:52:40 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No
Behaviours the children of nursery and school will be exposed to.
Lack of boundaries between sites and the security issues that would bring.
Increased parking on an already busy and crowded area.

No No Na Na Na 2021-10-13 19:52:58 ANON-QNZW-XFQV-N 2021-10-13 19:50:30 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; LYA-L09) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 19:53:05 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No
This is a residential area which already has a school and a nursery on this site. These schools cause a huge influx of traffic into the village and huge congestion at peak times . Parking is an immense problem with a shortage of car parking spaces. This leads to parents parking on nearby streets causing more congestion and a danger to 
pedestrians. 
The site itself is very outdated and would need a serious amount of money spending on it to bring it up to date.

No No Specialist places for girls are equally important but I’m not sure if it is beneficial for them to be educated together No comment No 2021-10-13 20:03:34 ANON-QNZW-XFQ6-N 2021-10-13 19:45:37 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 20:03:41 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No For the safety of the children in the nursery. Their play area overlooks the school site and they would be likely to see inappropriate behaviour. It’s not appropriate to have this site in such close proximity to a nursery and primary school. Yes Yes This would not affect my decision against moving the site to the old RC site. None No 2021-10-13 20:05:36 ANON-QNZW-XFQT-K 2021-10-13 20:00:36 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 20:05:44 Introduction Consultation document

Other Parent of attendee at Little Tinklers No Risk of welfare of my child being on the site in Little Tinklers nursery. This nursery encourage lots of outside play and has 2 gardens which apart from a low fence are open, I would not be comfortable having my child outside with this school on the same site. Potential for children to witness or hear inappropriate behaviour. 
Increased traffic on the site - more cars if coming from all over Northumberland.

No No I have no opinion on this but that is not an option Nothing to add. Do not move to the proposed site, it is wholly inappropriate given its proximity to a Nursery and primary school site. 2021-10-13 20:07:03 ANON-QNZW-XFQ7-P 2021-10-13 19:54:32 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.0.1 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 20:07:13 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I was under the impression this building was not fit for purpose.  The proximity to a nursery and primary school where vulnerable children may not be sufficiently protected is too high a risk. The village already has a problem with children in this age group causing problems to householders, shop owners and the community in general. No No I’m pretty uneducated in this area but would guess having co-Ed in the same building might create a new set of challenges that are avoided should it remain single sex. . The youth in Ponteland could do with some facility to keep them out of trouble without bringing more to add to the problem. Perhaps use the building for that. 2021-10-13 20:15:36 ANON-QNZW-XFQ5-M 2021-10-13 20:10:31 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 20:15:50 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

Building apprentely not fit for purpose and that is why Richard Coates moved out.

Larger intake, increase in traffic,  the village can barely cope now.

On same site as primary school and nursery, potentially exposing the children to inappropriate events

No No Don't support the move at all None None 2021-10-13 20:17:32 ANON-QNZW-XFQ9-R 2021-10-13 20:10:38 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-A217F) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 20:17:43 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No As a local resident I feel that having this school here will be detrimental to the local area. The streets are already full with people parking, let alone another potential 100 cars from outside the area dropping kids off at school. The roads into Ponteland are barely able to withstand the current capacity as it is. I would also be worried for the 
safety of my young children that attend the local schools with teenage boys with potential emotional and behavioural problems being in close proximity to them.

No No I don’t think the school should be located in the area wether it is males or females A couple of mobile classrooms on the current site This proposal has been made without any consideration for the local residents. 2021-10-13 20:25:37 ANON-QNZW-XFQW-P 2021-10-13 19:46:20 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 20:25:49 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes Thank you for sharing this. Very glad to be able to support an expansion in educational provision for children and young people with additional needs which can not be met in mainstream school. Yes Yes Increases the number of children and young people who can benefit from specialist educational provision None As a paediatrician and a local resident I fully support the move 2021-10-13 20:28:51 ANON-QNZW-XFH8-E 2021-10-13 20:26:22 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone10,5;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 20:28:54 Introduction Consultation document

Other Parent of nursery child in the new site No I feel very uncomfortable having teens with behavioural issues so close to my son’s nursery. My son already repeats and copies most things, as all toddlers do, so I do not want him picking up on poor use of language or behaviour. Furthermore, I’d worry for his safety being that close. No Yes Sounds like it would change the dynamic None I think the proposed site will be detrimental to the nursery and the bear by primary school. I would not send my son to Richard Coates knowing that a behavioural unit was so close by. 2021-10-13 20:29:22 ANON-QNZW-XFHF-V 2021-10-13 20:24:58 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 20:29:31 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No
This proposed school for 11yr old to 19yr male pupils is right next to a nursery of children from birth to 5yrs old and a nursery/ primary school of children aged 4yrs old to 10 yrs old. I find completely inappropriate that these young and impressionable children male and FEMALE  will be exposed to what are effectively men. With 
behavioral issues that are in VERY close proximity before, during and after school. It beggers belief that this proposal has even reached this point.  As a parent of 2 young children in Richard Coates school, I am disgusted and extremely concerned for their safety, the safety of the other young pupils and parents dropping off and picking 
up.

No No These teenagers/ adults should not be placed in an area anywhere near young children never mind literally 50meters The sage building that is currently empty or some green land development around that building
This proposed school for 11yr old to 19yr male pupils is right next to a nursery of children from birth to 5yrs old and a nursery/ primary school of children aged 4yrs old to 10 yrs old. I find completely inappropriate that these young and impressionable 
children male and FEMALE  will be exposed to what are effectively men. With behavioral issues that are in VERY close proximity before, during and after school. It beggers belief that this proposal has even reached this point.  As a parent of 2 young 
children in Richard Coates school, I am disgusted and extremely concerned for their safety, the safety of the other young pupils and parents dropping off and picking up

2021-10-13 20:32:13 ANON-QNZW-XFQ3-J 2021-10-13 20:19:09 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-N975F Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 20:32:20 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No It is not suitable for the children in Richard Coates, little tinkers or Ponteland to have this in the area No No I do not support the move No No 2021-10-13 20:40:28 ANON-QNZW-XFHA-Q 2021-10-13 20:35:54 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 20:40:35 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No No suitable location No No Not suitable location Not near a nursey or primary school No way of stopping children from crossing over into Richard coates school grounds 2021-10-13 20:45:52 ANON-QNZW-XFHD-T 2021-10-13 20:43:59 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_6 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18F72 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone9,3;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.6;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 20:45:58 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No Ponteland is a small village, with a huge number of primary school and nursery/ early years settings children. There are 4 primary schools, and 4 nurseries within a one mile radius of the proposed school site. Given the potential social impact this may have on the immediate area and the potential increase in the number of anti social 
behaviour incidents associated with school campuses of this nature, I don't feel that this location is at all appropriate.

No No As above.
The old Sage headquarters in North park. A large self contained site that would have minimal impact on the local community with great transport links. 

Dunston Hill primary school

What impact on the immediate area has been done, looking at the demographic of the area such as primary schools and nurseries not just residents. 
Travel links to the village and the impact this would have.

2021-10-13 20:45:57 ANON-QNZW-XFHQ-7 2021-10-13 20:29:06 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; ONEPLUS A6003 Build/QKQ1.190716.003; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 20:46:11 Introduction Consultation document

Other Parent to a child at nursery No There is a nursery right next door where very young children play in the gardens neighbouring the school. There is not the level of security required to accommodate this facility near a nursery where children are playing outside. There is therefore a significant and foreseeable risk of harm to those children given the students at Atkinson 
school have such complex needs.

No No I do not support the relocation. None. None. 2021-10-13 20:55:34 ANON-QNZW-XFHB-R 2021-10-13 20:49:34 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; LYA-L09) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 20:55:42 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes Yes.  It’s the 21st century and all children are entitled to a safe environment to learn and be in sn environment were their needs are adhered to. Yes Yes Why should it be only boys? None None 2021-10-13 20:58:11 ANON-QNZW-XFH2-8 2021-10-13 20:55:05 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18H17 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone10,4;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.8;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 20:58:24 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No My children attend a nearby school and I would fear for their well being! No No It has been proven that children do better in single sex schools. If these children have already got problems, adding the opposite sex into the mix may cause a distraction None None 2021-10-13 20:59:23 ANON-QNZW-XFHC-S 2021-10-13 20:53:24 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_4_2 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8610 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18D70 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone10,5;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.4.2;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 20:59:26 Introduction Consultation document



Parent of a student in another school Yes Absolutely. All children need access to the best support, education and care. Yes Yes It's great that more children can be offered the same opportunity None None 2021-10-13 21:01:10 ANON-QNZW-XFQB-1 2021-10-13 19:14:48 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-G780G Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/340.0.0.23.113;]2021-10-13 21:01:17 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No
I understand the need for additional space to allow greater number of pupils, however I disagree with the proposed location being directly adjoining to a nursery and primary school. 

I dont want to label any child but would be concerned about the impact of ‘disruptive’ teens and those with severe behavioural issues being in such close proximity to a nursery and primary school.

Yes Yes
I dont see why there should be segregation between male and female pupils. All staff are trained in safeguarding so I would naturally assume that risk assessments and common 
sense would ensure no vulnerable person/female would be placed in a situation which would intimidate or cause uncomfortable scenarios. There is however the possibility that 
behaviours may become enhanced for the sake of ‘showing off’ to the opposite sex .. as inevitably happens in mainstream schools.

Is there not the possibility to extend the current building? Surely the costs of extending would be less in the long-term than that of moving and providing home/school travel.
As a parent of Reception, Y7 and Y10 pupils I would be concerned by an influx of ‘out of area’ children, especially those with behavioural issues. Likewise I would be concerned for local elderly residents who may encounter teens who do not abide by the 
accepted norms of community behaviour.
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Other Near resident of Richard Coates School, Ponteland No Not appropriate for Ponteland mainstream  pupils to have contact with pupils with special needs. No No As above. This would be far more appropriate if relocated to Blyth or Ashington. No. 2021-10-13 21:07:30 ANON-QNZW-XFHR-8 2021-10-13 20:55:28 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 9; VFD 730 Build/PKQ1.190407.001; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 21:07:42 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

The building was deemed no longer suitable for Richard Coates pupils so how can it be appropriate to house children with higher needs in it?

The traffic in and around Thornhill Road has always been problematic and it has only just settled down now there is only one operational school on the site. Moving new pupils and staff into the building will only exacerbate this problem. 

The children and young people who would be attending this school will have a range of needs that could potentially be at odds with the children in a neighbouring nursery and the new Richard Coates Primary provision. The security and safety of these pupils should be of paramount importance. 

There are already incidents of anti social behaviour in the Merton Way shopping area and the local park, increasing the number of people aged 11-18 in the village will potentially add to these issues.

No No Please see above. We do not need any more teenagers or traffic in the village. I do not have an alternative proposal. No 2021-10-13 21:10:13 ANON-QNZW-XFHK-1 2021-10-13 20:59:43 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone12,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 21:10:18 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No
the site in my opinion is not the right one. 

Also bringing more people into the village from external areas with no improvements to parking facilities, the roads/infrastructure and based on current traffic etc it’s already a nightmare for locals

No No I don't support the school to move to Ponteland
The sage building in Gosforth. Or somewhere by itself to give the children the best. 
There is already a school next door, a nursery and lots of older residents. Children play out. This is not the right location. Move Atkinson house somewhere else. It's busy enough in Ponteland village without another school. 2021-10-13 21:13:23 ANON-QNZW-XFGC-R 2021-10-13 14:30:30 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-G991B) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 21:13:28 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school Yes Children with SEN and SEMH are not catered for adequately in the county. This move provides an opportunity for expansion of provision which is desperately needed. Yes Yes Currently only boys are catered for but increasing numbers of girls require provision too. They should not be discriminated against, therefore I support their inclusion None None 2021-10-13 21:14:43 ANON-QNZW-XFH7-D 2021-10-13 21:10:53 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18H17 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPad5,1;FBMD/iPad;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.8;FBSS/2;FBID/tablet;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 21:14:52 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I object to the proposal of this school For the safety of myself and my family. I do not feel that this would be the right location for this kind of school considering it is on the same premises as a primary school and a nursery for children from the age of birth. This proposal is extremely worrying for a parent with a child who attends the 
nursery on this site. I feel it would also have a negative impact on the local area.

No No None None None 2021-10-13 21:15:34 ANON-QNZW-XFH6-C 2021-10-13 21:04:15 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 21:15:46 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school Yes I believe this will be an excellent environment for these children/young adults to be in , with the community being a safe and calm environment. And I believe that ebryr child has a right to a proper education and a safe environment to thrive in Yes Yes Everyone no matter gender has an equal right to the same support and provisions as others None None 2021-10-13 21:18:59 ANON-QNZW-XFH9-F 2021-10-13 21:15:00 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-G981B Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 21:19:04 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House I live in Ponteland Yes All young children should be supported and where a facility is already in place that could be used for this purpose, I believe it would be wrong not to take advantage of it. I am sure the people will be well supported and cared for and think they should be given the chance as soon as possible to be taught and supported in a proper 

environment. If it’s round the corner from my house so be it. I am in favour and would support it
Yes Yes Again, I believe as many young people should be supported as possible, in accordance with necessary risk assessments and controls being in place None None 2021-10-13 21:21:33 ANON-QNZW-XFH3-9 2021-10-13 21:18:46 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone10,4;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 21:21:37 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No
How on earth the council can even consider relocating 19 year old men (and their younger peers) with SEMH issues right next door to a birth to 3 nursery (plus a primary school) is beyond me. 

It is a disaster waiting to happen.

No No

I don’t think females who already have complex additional needs regarding their mental health would be helped at all by being educated alongside boys and men with similar 
difficulties. 

Women and girls deserve safe spaces.

I understand that there are ongoing (as well as historic) issues with anti social behaviour with the school and it’s current neighbours. 

Anyone hearing about brinks being thrown through windows and roof roof protests would reject this plan. 

I think the council need to find a solution that keeps the pupils and the wider communities safe.

Please do not do this. 

I would never place a child of mine into the neighbouring nursery or primary if these young people were in the building next door. 

All the risk assessments in the world won’t stop the inevitable catastrophe.
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Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes The difficulty parents of children with EHCP’s have accessing suitable education Yes No As long as the appropriate safeguards are in place both genders should have access to this school I do not have an alternative site
Consideration should be given to the boundary with little Tinklers and the wire mesh fence that separated the old Coates school and the old Ponteland Primary site. Something more robust that visually as well as physically separates the older children 
from the younger ones should be considered.

2021-10-13 21:24:32 ANON-QNZW-XFHN-4 2021-10-13 21:15:59 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/15E148 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone11,8;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_Qaau_GB;FBOP/5;FBCR/]2021-10-13 21:24:37 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Proposed site in Ponteland is inappropriate due to location of primary school next door. Yes Yes The provision could cater for all under one roof. None None 2021-10-13 21:26:11 ANON-QNZW-XFJ4-C 2021-10-13 21:22:47 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone10,5;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 21:26:19 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

I have huge concerns about the safety of the children in the neighbouring nursery (Little Tinklers) and Richard Coates school. Young children should not witness behaviours the older children may display, language, behaviours etc.
It will mean more traffic and lack of parking which will result in parking and blocking driveways in our streets once again (I live in one of the neighbouring streets.)
Sharing one entrance to the proposed school and Little tinklers with no boundary fences between the two is extremely concerning as a parent of a child currently at little tinklers.
The possible threat to the local elderly people, once again witnessing certain behaviours (my elderly parents to name just two) as they back onto the school site.

No No Do not want the move regardless of gender attending the school. No
This move should not happen when the site is so close to two neighbouring schools/nurseries! Our children’s welfare is not something to be gambled with and I do not want my children subjected to the behaviours etc that will be displayed by members of 
the proposed school. We chose the school and nursery setting we did to keep our children happy, safe and secure when in their education setting, this move will jeopardise this!

2021-10-13 21:26:10 ANON-QNZW-XFHX-E 2021-10-13 20:50:15 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 21:26:25 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school Yes Additional support and facilities are essential for children who may require specialist help. We should all be supporting this move. Yes Yes Both male and female students are entitled to specialist support where required. None None 2021-10-13 21:28:50 ANON-QNZW-XFJF-X 2021-10-13 21:23:05 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_6 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18F72 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone13,2;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.6;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 21:29:13 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school Yes More provision is needed for kids with special needs and the site might as well be used for something positive Yes Yes To support more children of both sexes None No 2021-10-13 21:29:58 ANON-QNZW-XFJP-8 2021-10-13 21:27:41 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; Redmi Note 8 Pro Build/QP1A.190711.020; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/83.0.4103.101 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 21:30:03 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Excess travel and problems with the infrastructure around the village. Too many schools with excess traffic at school times. No No I support the changes but not in ponteland None No 2021-10-13 21:37:34 ANON-QNZW-XFJA-S 2021-10-13 21:35:23 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone13,2;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 21:37:43 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

The old Coates site simply isn't suitable. It isn't secure. It doesn't have fixed boundaries with the current Coates site. 

The infrastructure around Ponteland cannot support the level of increased traffic this would bring.  It is overwhelmed as it is and can take a substantial amount of time to get out of the village currently. This would further negatively impact the residents.

Not appropriate for nursery age children at Tinklers and Coates to be exposed to the behaviour which may be exhibited. 
 
The impact on existing students and staff of moving the school would need to be fully investigated before a move should be considered.

No No This question is N/A as I object to the move for the reasons given above. N/A Proposals should be fully publicised so everyone can comment on them. Yet again, this hasn't happened. 2021-10-13 21:40:18 ANON-QNZW-XFJ8-G 2021-10-13 21:24:09 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; POCOPHONE F1 Build/QKQ1.190828.002; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 21:40:32 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No Absolutely disgraceful that this building which is in great disrepair should be upgraded, give these young people a purpose built facility away from a primary school and nursery No No Would cause more stress and anxiety for staff and students None None 2021-10-13 21:40:48 ANON-QNZW-XFJE-W 2021-10-13 21:37:30 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; ONEPLUS A6013 Build/QKQ1.190716.003; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 21:40:55 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No I do not at all think this site is suitable for children with all these needs to be out directly next to a primary school and nursery of children 0-10 years old. They will witness behavioural issues which I do not think they should be exposed to. There is other sites in other areas more suitable than this! Also the traffic and infrastructure around 
Ponteland is horrific anyway but this will make it 10 times worse.

No No I do not think this is suitable at all None Ask residents living in the area around the site and also the staff and parents of children who go to the current primary  and nursery directly next door. 2021-10-13 21:41:48 ANON-QNZW-XFJU-D 2021-10-13 21:37:06 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone13,4;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 21:41:56 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No It shouldn’t be relocated so close to a local residential area, there is a high likelihood this move will see an increase in anti social behavior in Ponteland No No Same sex schools lead to better behavior None No 2021-10-13 21:44:31 ANON-QNZW-XFJ2-A 2021-10-13 21:41:10 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 15_0 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/19A344 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone10,6;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/15.0;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 21:44:34 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes
No objection

Kids need every opportunity

No No Single sex education better, my view N/a No 2021-10-13 21:45:07 ANON-QNZW-XFJK-3 2021-10-13 21:43:21 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone10,6;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 21:45:15 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes Self evident that here is a purpose built school that mainstream schools do not need/ have no use for so it’s a wonderful opportunity to recycle a perfectly good infrastructure for an excellent cause. Makes total sense that these pupils have a chance to succeed in a good sized building that is just sitting there Yes Yes All people of all genders do need the same opportunities 
This is 2021 and this is now so essential None None 2021-10-13 21:50:50 ANON-QNZW-XFJ6-E 2021-10-13 21:45:44 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPad8,5;FBMD/iPad;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/tablet;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 21:50:58 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

The traffic issues around the area cannot handle much more cars on the roads.

Aside from pollution local residents cannot even get to work in or out of ponteland due to the current school traffic.

Drive ways are blocked, or obstructed.

People park dangerously and have no regards for the residents.

Yes Yes I dont see why they cant mix but I am not an expert in this matter N/a
Think about how it affects the local community and residents along with traffic safety.

This building in my view is not acceptable, its within the grounds of a nursery and primary school

2021-10-13 21:52:11 ANON-QNZW-XFJW-F 2021-10-13 21:46:43 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; VOG-L09 Build/HUAWEIVOG-L09; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 21:52:24 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No I don’t think it’s appropriate to have this school next door to our primary school. I also worry about what issues some of the pupils may have. Also I assume parking around the school will be even worse than ever No No I don’t think it’s the safest place in a residential area Leave the school where it is Consider the residents! 2021-10-13 21:54:05 ANON-QNZW-XFJG-Y 2021-10-13 21:42:44 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone13,4;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 21:54:14 Introduction Consultation document



Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No
Location of the site is directly adjoining an existing primary school. It would be intimidating and inappropriate for primary school age children to be mixing with older teenagers at school drop off and collection and other times, and impossible to completely mitigate this risk.
Insufficient parking and negative impact on residents.
Ponteland is not centrally located for the county and has poor public transport links.

No No A strong case has not been made for providing mixed sex education. A site should be found that does not directly adjoin a primary school No 2021-10-13 21:57:11 ANON-QNZW-XFJY-H 2021-10-13 21:43:55 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 21:57:15 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No Proximity to vulnerable (younger) and impressionable children. Yes Yes As long as the appropriate teaching is in place to protect all the students A site that does not boarder a primary school and nursery.

There needs to be greater clarity shared regarding the plans. Such as: 1) school opening and closing times - will the pupils of Atkinson House be integrating with pupils at Richard Coates when entering and exiting the school
2) will there be increased boundaries between the schools and nursery
3) will break times be different to the other schools to prevent the exposure of other children to inappropriate language and behaviour 
4) what are the teaching techniques to manage challenging behaviour.

2021-10-13 21:58:21 ANON-QNZW-XFJB-T 2021-10-13 21:38:48 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; SAMSUNG SM-G960F/G960FXXUGFUG4) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 21:58:39 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

The proposed site is situated right beside an existing primary school and nursery. There is little separation between the 3 locations and students in the Richard Coates site and nursery do not need to subject to the behaviour and language that Atkinson House students display. There is already a problem with traffic and parking and 
additional incoming students would make this worse. 

There is room at the current Atkinson House site to create additional classrooms so surely the school would be best served by staying where it is.

Yes Yes If space for girls is required then it needs done.
The current site could be developed to allow for additional students. Perhaps it's also worth looking at the area the students reside in so that the provision is closest to the 
majority of the students. This would be in line with the local authorities position regarding reducing its carbon footprint whilst reducing journey time for students. Please consider the negative impact that the proposal has on the potential for Richard Coates and Little Tinkler's to attract students. 2021-10-13 21:59:13 ANON-QNZW-XFJR-A 2021-10-13 21:42:41 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; ONEPLUS A6013) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-13 21:59:23 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No The village of ponteland does not have the infrastructure to support yet another school, with already very congested roads, full car parks and irresponsible parking in residential areas. Adding to this will make the issue even worse. 
The proposed site will need extensive works carried out to ensure it’s safe and secure for the AH children and the RC and nursery children, also to include sufficient drop off and pick up points.

No No While it should be provided for both, I don’t believe this site is the right place for it. Expand current site? No 2021-10-13 22:07:36 ANON-QNZW-XFPX-P 2021-10-13 15:08:07 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 22:07:43 Introduction Consultation document

Other I support the need for extra schools for children Yes Lots of young people need extra support these schools can provide Yes Yes Equal opportunities for all None No 2021-10-13 22:19:27 ANON-QNZW-XFJ5-D 2021-10-13 22:16:36 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone10,4;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 22:19:35 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

The current infrastructure in Ponteland is unable to meet the current demand without the additional pressures of a further school adding to this. The school is located in a residential area with no parking. This poses a risk to residents and student as well as road users. 

The proposed site in Ponteland is also not fit for purpose. The site has been exited by Richard Coates students because it was not fit for purpose and the cost to adapt the building for new students would not be value for money for the tax payer. 

The site is also located next to a nursery and primary school. The current boundary between the proposed site and the existing nursery and primary school is insufficient to protect the existing children.

No No As above
I’m not aware of locations but there will be a number of empty units that could be utilised given the number of organisations that are existing leases as a result of covid and also 
relocations. For example the Sage building in the great park has been vacated and is a more efficient building that would cost less to run and adapt compared to the former 
Richard coates site.

The safety of both AH and existing children at the nursery and primary school must be considered. They are on the same site and it must be considered if the behavioural needs of AH students can be met in the proposed location and the nursery and 
primary children will be protected from this.

2021-10-13 22:21:03 ANON-QNZW-XFJX-G 2021-10-13 21:39:55 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 15_0 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/15.0 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 22:21:12 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes I believe all children have the right to an education and we should support our SEN students equally in our community. We should help reduce the travel they have to undertake. I look forward to welcoming the school children with SEN needs. Yes Yes Again to help provide more education for SEN students of all genders. None Our community should support all children in education regardless of needs. 2021-10-13 22:22:13 ANON-QNZW-XFJN-6 2021-10-13 22:17:19 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 13_1_2 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8608 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/17A860 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone9,3;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/13.1.2;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 22:22:17 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No
I live and work within the very local area. I oppose this for many reasons, whilst understanding there needs to be a place for these individuals to access their educational site, I strongly believe that right next door to a primary school and nursery is not the place. There are many empty sites which are not immediately next to a primary 
school and nursery. The traffic has been much improved since the site has gone down to one primary school so adding another school would add to the congestion. Surrounded very closely by residential housing and places of education this site is not going to be shut off from these people who could be effected by the language and 
noise from a small minority of pupils which is quite alarming.

No No None None None 2021-10-13 22:23:03 ANON-QNZW-XFJT-C 2021-10-13 22:11:57 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 22:23:12 Introduction Consultation document

Other Parent No I'm worried about the safety of other children and the increase in traffic No No Boys and girls with behaviour issues should be kept separate Stay where they are Please consider the other children in ponteland school 2021-10-13 22:25:34 ANON-QNZW-XFF4-8 2021-10-13 22:23:17 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; ONEPLUS A6003 Build/RKQ1.201217.002; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 22:25:46 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No There are school already in Ponteland and the congestion in the mornings is farcical, I work from home and have caring responsibilities elsewhere so I am leaving Ponteland in the early morning and returning around 8:20 am to start work and I have seen it take 25 minutes for me to get past the blackbird on North road and 20 mins to 
get to the roundabout on Rotary way, adding more children and more 4x4 ‘s will make it worse than it already is, the council should be looking at ways to cut down on the traffic not increase it! The pollution in Ponteland in the mornings must be astronomical because the whole system is a joke!

Yes Yes Although I think relocating to Ponteland is a joke I do think that children with needs have to be looked after and accommodated and it shouldn’t  be targeted at a specific gender, all 
genders can have needs so yes I believe same sex would help. Somewhere else! We are full

Please take the people that live ,work and pay council tax into account, we are sick of queuing to get into our streets, fighting traffic because mummy and daddy have to take their little darlings to school in a 4x4, I and many others pay a lot of money to 
live here and at school times Ponteland is a free for all horrible place, if people have no regards for parking restrictions now just imagine what it will be like with another 100 cars at school times

2021-10-13 22:25:38 ANON-QNZW-XFJ7-F 2021-10-13 22:10:35 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone13,4;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 22:25:49 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I do not support the proposal to move Atkinson House to Ponteland as both of my young children attend Richard Coates C of E Primary School and my objection is based primarily on their safety and well-being. I do not agree  that secondary age children should be sharing a site with a mainstream primary school and private nursery. 
The site also lacks adequate division between the two buildings to ensure the safety and wellbeing of the young children who attend both the primary school and nursery. Additional traffic management and access have yet to be disclosed. Parking facilities are inadequate and extremely limited at the site as it is.

No No My concern is not whether the school is mixed or boys only. My concern is the location and proximity to the existing primary school and nursery. None. None. 2021-10-13 22:26:24 ANON-QNZW-XFGY-E 2021-10-13 14:38:19 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_4_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.0.3 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 22:26:35 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Don't feel it's a suitable position No No No, not when it's been single sex for a reason.  Putting females at risk. None Well needed for the community however I just don't feel it's an appropriate site 2021-10-13 22:31:05 ANON-QNZW-XFFF-T 2021-10-13 22:28:51 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-G981B Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 22:31:12 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No
Safety of current small youngsters exposed to teens and pre-adults with difficulties in an insecure setting. 

Excessive traffic in central ponteland, this village can not take the new traffic as it is from new developments and new school sites.

No No
Co-education brings many problems with teens who don’t fully understand social rules and boundaries.

* why are there 2 drop boxes in this question?

Not in a small residential area with single already very busy roads. There are many new developments nearby where roads are wider and closer to the dual carriageways. A new 
provision could be build, be more secure, a better setting and also be more accessible No 2021-10-13 22:41:32 ANON-QNZW-XFF8-C 2021-10-13 22:34:16 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone11,8;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 22:41:44 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

Whilst I accept the need for schools of this nature i’d object to the choice of site in Ponteland in the strongest possible terms. The site on Thornhill road borders onto a primary school and pre school nursery. It is wholly inappropriate to have a large number of 11+ children with potentially severe mental and behavioural issues in and 
around the site. Ponteland as a village currently has large issues with traffic and parking with the continued expansion of housing in the area and the recently constructed high school. As the only school of its type in Northumberland there will be a significant increase in traffic around the area as I would imagine a large number of the 
students would arrive at the school by means of transport. Ponteland is a village with a very small centre around the Merton way area close to to the chosen site. I also fear this would lead to an increase in antisocial behaviour around the area which is something that is currently an issue with the students deemed capable of attending 
the regular schools. This will only exacerbate the problem further. Please rethink these proposals and find a more appropriate site rather than one that just happens to be currently free. This should not be the only reason to proceed with this proposal.

Yes Yes I don’t have any issue with a co-educational school on a more appropriate site
This simply needs to be on a site solely for usage by the SEMH ideally not side by side a primary school. It should also be in one of the bigger hubs in Northumberland capable of 
providing the necessary transport links such as Morpeth, cramlington or blyth The chosen new site cannot be allowed to go ahead simply because it is an easy option with the old school building currently being vacant 2021-10-13 22:54:24 ANON-QNZW-XFFQ-5 2021-10-13 22:39:26 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-13 22:54:42 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No
The traffic situation in Ponteland village is already at breaking point. There are large queues of traffic already at peak times & this has increased significantly recently with the new housing at the old police headquarters site. With 2 schools on Thornhill Road the situation will only get worse. On many occasions I have witnessed 
inappropriate driving / parking & it’s an accident waiting to happen. The local residents have only recently seen a small reprieve in the volume of traffic following the move of Ponteland Primary school & I think if the council agree this move they are showing a total disregard to the feelings of local residents, who have had to put up 
with volume of traffic over the years due to the councils over provision of school places, as rather than just providing sufficient spaces for local children in Ponteland & surrounding villages, we now have approx 50% of children coming from Newcastle etc & to be frank enough is enough!!

No No I have no comment to make as for not think the relocation should go ahead. Why not improve what you already have at AH? Surely that would be better for the pupils to do this,  
knowing some children with SEN they would feel extremely stressed at a change in their situation , which would have a negative impact on their MH See above No 2021-10-13 23:00:42 ANON-QNZW-XFFD-R 2021-10-13 22:44:00 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone10,5;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 23:00:54 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

The site of the proposed relocation is totally inappropriate for several reasons including:
Proximity to early years facilities
Proximity to local community
Extremely poor access to the site
Existing excessive traffic jams at school start & finish times would be exacerbated & make it even more impossible for residents of Ponteland & further restrict their mobility times

No No Independent Supporting evidence required before decisions can be made Unreasonable question for residents I have had experience of similar units & have used this to help inform my choices 2021-10-13 23:08:43 ANON-QNZW-XFFX-C 2021-10-13 22:58:23 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone12,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 23:08:55 Introduction Consultation document

Other Local resident No In my opinion I don't believe this is a suitable location. There is still no parking and the roads are still extremely busy here. No No Irrelevant I don't No 2021-10-13 23:16:26 ANON-QNZW-XFF2-6 2021-10-13 23:10:40 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-G781B Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 23:16:30 Introduction Consultation document

Other Community member of Ponteland No
Impact on traffic through an already overwhelmed village.
Impact on young children attending the attached school to the proposed site. What behaviours they may be witness too at such young ages.
Many elderly residents in the area too.

Yes Yes I don't know enough about this to make a sufficient comment No No 2021-10-13 23:30:08 ANON-QNZW-XFFK-Y 2021-10-13 23:25:28 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; ELE-L09 Build/HUAWEIELE-L09; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 23:30:17 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school Yes All children deserve a chance, and if having a bigger school works for them - then why not! Yes Yes Both male and female are equal, so if the school has the capacity to take in extra students,  both male and female then it’s a great idea, to give all children a chance to learn and 
exceed. None Everyone deserves the best chance in life, if relocating the school to a bigger site, given more space and better facilities to the children, then it’s a perfect idea to relocate the school. 2021-10-13 23:48:38 ANON-QNZW-XFFW-B 2021-10-13 23:37:58 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone11,8;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 23:48:53 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No Safety and security of the other pupils in other close by school and nursery. Traffic is also an issue already without another school in the area. No No N/a N/a No 2021-10-13 23:51:49 ANON-QNZW-XFFJ-X 2021-10-13 23:48:52 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone12,5;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-13 23:52:00 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school Resident of ponteland Yes I think this will be an excellent use of the building and a good resource needed for many children of Northumberland Yes Yes There is growing demand for the school. I think Ponteland is idealy situated for the school No additional.comments i support.the proposal 2021-10-13 23:52:23 ANON-QNZW-XFFV-A 2021-10-13 23:48:44 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 9; SM-G950F Build/PPR1.180610.011; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/72.0.3626.121 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 23:52:29 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes These children need support and this facility is ideal. Yes Yes A coeducational facility allows students to be taught in an environment that reflects the workplace into which they will emerge. None Go for it. These kids deserve better. 2021-10-13 23:54:17 ANON-QNZW-XFF5-9 2021-10-13 23:51:11 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-G975F Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-13 23:54:26 Introduction Consultation document

Other Retail Manager in proposed locality Yes Working in the local area providing retail services to neighbours for seven years, I’ve seen children grow up into teenagers, and the provision of this educational establishment in Ponteland would also bring fantastic benefit to the anti-social behaviour in the area, giving scope for more students in terms of education will potentially 
positively impact their lives outside of school aswell, which will also positively impact the wider community.

Yes Yes In this day and age, students need to grow up appreciating each other as individuals in a diverse environment.  Secluding one gender from another is very outdated now and could 
potentially have a reverse effect of positive education filtering further into home life and the community.

It would be interesting to understand the scope of possibility to have the new proposed site operational aswell as the current site, to expand the offering of this type of 
educational establishment and ensure there are ample places available for those who need the additional support, not just those who are already identified through the 
education system at present.

Some children and teenagers who grow up with additional focus requirements nowadays discover themselves later in life, and the troubled teenage lives they lead were down to misunderstanding of sexuality.  It seems peculiar in 2021 that this 
educational establishment is moving from “Male only” to “Male and Female” whereas more appropriately a “non gender specific” learning environment will not only make LGBTQ+ students feel more at ease with life and themselves, but also educate 
non LGBTQ+ students to respect their circle regardless, which will positively impact their lives and their attitude towards LGBTQ+ as they move into adulthood.

2021-10-14 00:30:10 ANON-QNZW-XFFN-2 2021-10-14 00:15:37 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone13,4;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-14 00:30:14 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Older generation live In same area. Young children are schooled in same area. Not sure if any respect or control would be given for security of said residents or children in close contact. No No I don't think it would make any difference to my comments above!
Try to locate where no younger school Children', older residents, better parking ! 
Local school is going to steugy for children to start..I for one would NOT out my child in any nursery or school with a young ' school for troubled' children beside it .nor would I 
move there!

Terrible decision!. Schools & housing surrounding this will suffer! 2021-10-14 00:43:07 ANON-QNZW-XFFZ-E 2021-10-14 00:28:25 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; moto g(7) power Build/QPOS30.52-29-7-6; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-14 00:43:28 Introduction Consultation document



Other Parent of a child in a Ponteland school Yes As a mother of a child who struggles with mainstream school there needs to be more facilities closer to home for these neurodiverse children. This school will be fantastic for those children who are currently attending at Atkinson house giving them large playing fields and access to more facilities. Yes Yes Girls have much later diagnosis in regards to autism and segregation them from the opposite sex does not improve or worsen there neurodiversities. It will however allow them to feel 
more “normal” as if they were attending mainstream education/ None

I hope this goes ahead after reading some of the disgusting comments on a Facebook page discriminating these children from the village is appauling! 
It has seemed a lot of residents have the opinion of “not in our village” as if they have some sort of upper class status and that these children are “(word has been removed due to inappropriate content)”. The predjudice in this day and age is 
unforgivable. I only hope that none of those that commented or their families ever need access to these kinds of provisions as having to travel miles per day impacts a child who has neurodivesities greatly and adds more pressure on them having an 
education everyday.
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Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No The current capacity and volume of traffic on Thornhill Road and Ponteland in general…concerns it’s impact to adjoining residents in terms of associated behavioural challenges of the students No No I do not support any of the proposal I do not agree with the proposal of the intended relocation site As there is a large population within online access to these proposals pleases ensure all residents particularly on Thornhill Road receive consultation via post 2021-10-14 06:32:25 ANON-QNZW-XFFS-7 2021-10-14 06:24:13 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-14 06:32:38 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Infrastructure not big enough to cope with yet another school. No No Thornhill Road can not cope with more traffic and schools. Top of Darras hall. Plenty fields that can be utilised and built on. No 2021-10-14 07:01:28 ANON-QNZW-XF28-R 2021-10-14 06:58:40 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-G981B) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-14 07:01:32 Introduction Consultation document

Other
relative of child attending Richard Coates school & also child 
attending little Tinklers Nursery school also nursery

No I have concerns for the welfare & safety of  these young children both in The little Tinklers nursery & Richard Coates Primary & wholly object to these changes being proposed... No No reasons as above..... This is for the council..... Go back to the drawing board & re think of these youngsters please 2021-10-14 07:29:19 ANON-QNZW-XF2P-G 2021-10-14 07:13:23 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-A705FN/A705FNXXU5DUE2) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-14 07:29:36 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Unsuitable grounds. I am an SEN teacher myself so I'm very much aware of the facilities these children will need. I'm not bothered about all of the other stupid, selfish and inconsiderate comments about having 'disabled' children in our community. But what we do, however, need to consider is the suitability of the grounds. The site is 
not secure and leads to a busy road. Can the site therefore be made secure? All of these things need to be thoroughly considered and accounted for, as the welfare and safety of both pupils and staff must be paramount.

No No I do not agree with segregating genders. I believe there are multiple values to boy/girl classes, not only from an educational perspective, but also in terms of life skills. Children need to 
learn how to appropriately interact with those of the opposite sex, therefore segregating them will lead to more issues! None

Please ensure these children get the support and facilities that they need. Don't just put them in any empty space because that is not safe of fair. 

It wasn't all that long ago that we found millions to build a new, state of the art school in ponteland for mainstream children. Does that money just disappear once 'special' children are mentioned?

2021-10-14 07:58:35 ANON-QNZW-XF2A-1 2021-10-14 07:48:46 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_3 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8610 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18C66 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone12,3;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.3;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-14 07:58:44 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

I am extremely concerned at the site proposed. It's the former middle school and has early years school education attached. It isn't appropriate to site a secondary school up to the age of 19 on such a limited site. I think the children of Atkinson house need a purpose built place with space. And actually why are they moving? Surely you 
need a central place for travel? Ponteland isn't. Ashington or Morpeth is. 
Also the setting proposed is extremely challenging already for traffic density. Any more traffic could cause major risks to others. Notably children walking to school. I therefore strongly oppose this site.
I think the children actually deserve better at Atkinson House. They would benefit from a new school like most of the other secondary kids in this county. And centrally located not south. The travel for Berwick children would be extremely difficult. 
I am a professional that works with children and young people with special needs and feel I wanted to share my views. 
Maybe a more rural setting would benefit the children at Atkinson House. Not stuck away on a housing estate with already severe traffic problems. 
One other point is there are no social and day activities either unlike other towns. 
One last point you are likely to meet with a lot of opposition from what the media have already shared. I don't think that's a fair start for these children. Perceptions have now been made. And neighbouring educational establishments have also opposed this. 
If there are issues of disruption as shared by some I would also point out an elderly care home immediately borders the school fields of Richard Coates. Any disruption for them would be very unfair. 
I therefore oppose the move to Ponteland of Atkinson house school. I am a local resident.

Yes Yes I have answered yes because all other educational establishments for secondary children are mixed gender.
I would either retain their current site as I am unsure why a move is sought. The children are travelling from county wide. It makes much more sense to site any new school more 
centrally. Such as Ashington or Morpeth. Near Northumberland college would be beneficial for example. It then allows close proximity for transition there.  This reduces travel 
and associated transport costs and carbon emissions.

I think the media hype has already set this site proposed up to fail. It's a village and any anti social behaviour of children is under the microscope already. Anything additional would have negative association with the children. 

Additionally the neighbouring school opposes this and I absolutely agree. It's not appropriate having primary and secondary children in such close proximity. 

Traffic congestion is a major risk factor at this site causing delays, higher risks to pedestrians and children walking to school. 

The site proposed isn't fit as a secondary school at all.
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Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No My children attend little tinkers nursery next door and I believe their safety would be compromised. I object to this application due to the significant and potential risk to the welfare of the children in Little Tinklers care, the residual impact due to inappropriate actions or behaviour the children may witness, the overall safety of the 
children on site due to low security of the gardens and access, and the increased danger and associated issues with traffic and car parking on site.

No No Not if moving to proposed site for same reasons given earlier. No No 2021-10-14 09:02:01 ANON-QNZW-XF2M-D 2021-10-14 08:51:40 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-14 09:02:10 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No The proposed site is not suitable. It is an old building and should be demolished.  It is not fit to be used. The pupils of Atkinson House deserve better, updated premises that are purpose built for their specific needs. This site wasn't good for mainstream pupils and should not be foisted off onto pupils who struggle in education.  It is not 
good for transport,  parking and there would be 6 schools in Ponteland which is totally ridiculous.

No No Until appropriate premises are found, expansion shouldn't be considered
The school should be situated away from primary schools and nursery facilities.  There must be suitable premises in Northumberland which provides better access and security 
for Atkinson House children. Why are you proposing putting these children into inadequate premises when you could provide purpose built accommodation for them. 2021-10-14 09:34:48 ANON-QNZW-XF2X-R 2021-10-14 09:27:55 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-A715F) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-14 09:34:56 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I think it is very important for children with additional needs to be supported in a suitable building to aid learning. However as a mother of 2 small children i do not agree with teenagers some with mental health issues, being located practically in the same grounds as children aged as young as 3. It was my choice not to put my children 
in another local school where teenagers were in the same building which had more security than the proposed plans for this provision.

Yes Yes It is important for sexes to interact and learn for each other no reason their sex Somewhere seperate from any other school building which houses small children. Perhaps another high school The public need to be notified of any further discussions. 2021-10-14 10:19:00 ANON-QNZW-XF2R-J 2021-10-14 10:12:34 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; VOG-L09) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-14 10:19:03 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

My children attend Richard Coates Primary School. The two sites are right next door to each other. In fact the Year 5 and 6 children at Richard Coates are still using part of the old building, so in my view Richard Coates and Atkinson House would be essentially sharing the same site. I don’t think Atkinson House is an appropriate facility to 
have next door to a primary school or next to a preschool like Little Tinkers. Surely we want to create an environment for our youngest children that is safe? While I’m sympathetic to the needs of children at Atkinson House, I think protecting very young children at Little Tinkers and Richard Coates is more important.

Ive also noticed a big improvement in traffic in the local area since Ponteland Primary moved locations. Having one school on Thornhill Road is much safer in terms of traffic than two. I can now always get parked in the car park at the local shops at pick up time whereas it used to be a real struggle with two schools. Do we really want to 
go back to the increased traffic of having two schools on one sight.

Finally, I think you must consider local residents and the impact moving this facility to the middle of their community will have. This sort of thing intimidates people. Will the local shops be turned into a no go area? 

Please reconsider your options and put the needs of Ponteland’s local community first.

No No You didn’t have n/a as an options so I just picked no. It doesn’t concern me whether it’s boys or boys and girls, I just don’t want it next door my children’s school.

Atkinson House’s website describes itself as catering “for boys who travel into school from all over Northumberland.” Surely a central Northumberland location would be better 
than Ponteland if boys are travelling from all over Northumberland to attend it. Ponteland is a small village with five schools and lots of commuters. It’s already a very difficult 
place to get in and out of at peak times like school drops and rush hour. I couldn’t think of many worse places to add another school, especially if people are commuting to it from 
all over the county.

Please think of the children and local residents and reconsider your plans to move this facility into an area with lots of young children, elderly residents and traffic congestion. I wouldn’t have picked Richard Coates as my children’s school if I’d known a 
place like this was going to be moved to the same site!
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Parent of a student in another school No It concerns me for the welfare and safety of my two very young children who attend the nursery which is on the site of the grounds of the new proposed school. I am not comfortable with my young sons having sight of possible bad behaviour and or being made to feel unsafe during drop off pick up and while being in attendance. I also 
as a man adult don’t want to feel unsafe during drop of and pick up times. This is a huge safeguarding risk.

Yes No Risk to the safety of those in area Use a proper note fit for purpose facility instead of trying to adapt and already existing building causing concerns for current residents alike in area 2021-10-14 10:59:38 ANON-QNZW-XFG1-6 2021-10-13 14:15:23 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-14 10:59:43 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

A parent from AH has told me how the children at that age can be violent and need to be restrained. She’s told me the language is often foul. The cries and screams coming from the children can be very distressing. I don’t believe it is in the best interests for the Primary aged children at Richard Coates, or the nursery children at Little 
Tinklers nursery to be exposed to these behaviours. Even if a fence is built to obscure their vision, sound will travel.

Also the infrastructure in Ponteland is at breaking point. The roads are becoming lethal, they can not cope with an increase in volume of traffic. I’ve witnessed stressed drivers stuck in traffic perform highly dangerous manoeuvres in order to beat the traffic, adding to the traffic further will only exacerbate this, and lead no doubt to a 
tragedy. 

I believe the pupils at AH and those at Richard Coates will both benefit greatly from the new site being located elsewhere. These children with greater needs deserve an equal chance at education, and deserve the best facilities, but the proposed site in Ponteland is not that place

Yes Yes I’m not in a position to give an argument, as I’m unaware of a reason they are currently separated.
The money needed to make Richard Coates a suitable space could be invested into improving the current AH site.
Alternatively there are a great number of brown belt properties lying empty in previously commercial use areas. There are many examples of empty buildings across 
Northumberland in locations which will keep the vulnerable children at AH safe, without making primary and nursery age children become vulnerable.

I think the public plea from Richard Coates school should be enough to ensure the decision is not to relocate to Ponteland. 2021-10-14 11:53:17 ANON-QNZW-XFFT-8 2021-10-13 23:49:46 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPad7,6;FBMD/iPad;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/tablet;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-14 11:53:32 Introduction Consultation document

Other
Grandparent of children in the parish covering the Old Richard 
Coates School.

No The site, being directly next to my grandchildren’s nursery and primary school and sharing some of the same facilities would be entirely inappropriate. These children are too young to be exposed to older children with social issues. No No Whilst not being as important as my previous point, I would say that mixing children with challenging needs with children of a different sex at this stage in their upbringing could lead to 
unnecessary problems arising.

I do not object to a relocating of this school to an appropriate site per say. However, this site is entirely inappropriate for the reasons already outlined. To expose very young 
children to other, emotionally and behaviourally challenged teenagers from a different background, could be risky at best and dangerous at worst. Merely that common sense is allowed to prevail in this matter. 2021-10-14 12:42:11 ANON-QNZW-XF2V-P 2021-10-14 12:16:52 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_15_6) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/15.0 Safari/605.1.152021-10-14 12:42:25 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No The grounds and access are shared with two other schools. One of which is a nursery from birth which my daughter attends. Due to the close proximity I do not find the grounds safe for both parties concerned. 1 due to behavioural concerns and 2 due to it being all male up to 19. I will be looking to remove my daughter from a very 
highly rated nursery due to these safety concerns. Which Is not good for other business in area.

Yes Yes More spaces for women to feel safe are needed
Ponteland high school.old grounds.

More appropriate as new school secure and withbit being a high school children will more understand the situations.
Scenes my daughter could be exposed to could distress her at an age where we can't explain it to her. 2021-10-14 13:10:49 ANON-QNZW-XF27-Q 2021-10-14 12:58:46 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SAMSUNG SM-A405FN/A405FNXXU3CUC2) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-14 13:10:57 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes Every child should be entitled to an education, you can't expect change in children if they aren't supported during the changes. Yes Yes Everyone deserves the same opportunity I don't It would be extremely snobby, rude and disappointing for this to not be approved. This wouldn't cause any negative change for the area or the residents. 2021-10-14 14:17:41 ANON-QNZW-XF2N-E 2021-10-14 14:10:58 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; SM-A125F Build/QP1A.190711.020; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-14 14:17:44 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes Need somewhere for females who are not suited to other special needs school and with the increase of students ore special school places are needed Yes Yes As answered above No No 2021-10-14 14:35:40 ANON-QNZW-XF2Z-T 2021-10-14 14:31:56 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-G780G Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/92.0.4515.115 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-14 14:35:51 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Not the right site for this school - not enough separation from nursery and primary school - significant detriment to the education of those children would be a experienced which could be resolved using a specific purpose build site No No For children with these needs, research suggests single sex facilities offer the best outcomes Alternative purpose built site None 2021-10-14 14:39:57 ANON-QNZW-XF2H-8 2021-10-14 14:35:56 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18H17 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone12,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.8;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-14 14:40:05 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school Yes I don't see a problem. Yes Yes I don't see a problem. I don't No 2021-10-14 14:43:35 ANON-QNZW-XF23-K 2021-10-14 14:40:48 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; moto g(9) play Build/RPXS31.Q2-58-16-3; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.71 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-14 14:43:43 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school Children at Richard Coates School No I feel like moving this provision on to a shared site with young children is completely inappropriate. Given the needs of the children attending the school, it's locality to another school in an area which already can't support the volume of traffic will cause more risks then the issues it may resolve. No No If this is only possible due to the relocation then it would be better left as is None This provision should not be located in an area unable to provide the infrastructure needed and should not place a facility with children requiring such specific support next to one which houses very young children. 2021-10-14 15:16:47 ANON-QNZW-XFT4-P 2021-10-14 15:09:49 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; M2101K9G Build/RKQ1.201112.002; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-14 15:16:52 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No The possible negative impact on young children attending Richard Coates and Little Tinklers. Yes Yes Co-educational would be beneficial to students. None None 2021-10-14 16:11:25 ANON-QNZW-XFTF-8 2021-10-14 16:07:09 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone12,5;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-14 16:11:30 Introduction Consultation document

Other Ponteland Resident No I believe that the site is not suitable for the proposed school. I have extensive experience as a social worker and children's home manager of working with extremely complex children. I do not think the site can be made secure and separated sufficiently from the other educational provisions on the site and this will have a detrimental 
impact on the children attending. I feel that by housing these children in an insecure site the risk to pupils and teachers in Atkinson house will increase as will risks and impact on the community.

Yes Yes An increasing number of girls require this support so I believe this will be of benefit. I believe a site in a slightly less built up location which could be made more secure is required to provide safety and security to the children in the school. No 2021-10-14 16:41:11 ANON-QNZW-XFTP-J 2021-10-14 16:23:40 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; LYA-L09 Build/HUAWEILYA-L09; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/94.0.4606.85 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/339.0.0.32.118;]2021-10-14 16:41:16 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No My 4 year old attends Richard Coates school and my 2 year old attends little Tinklers nursery. I do not feel it would be appropriate for them to be exposed to potentially seriously bad behaviour, risk from unpredictable children and extra traffic. 
I feel that a different location, not on the same site as a nursery and primary school, would be better for all stakeholders.

No No Same as above I don’t have this sort of knowledge No 2021-10-14 19:53:41 ANON-QNZW-XFTA-3 2021-10-14 19:48:16 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-14 19:53:53 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I do not support this move due to it being so close to a nursery and primary school. I don’t feel like this would be very secure, and feel like it would have a huge impact on the pupils at Richard Coates and the nursery, If they were to witness any behavioural issues. A family friend has worked in Atkinson house before and is massively 
against this also due to the impact of the pupils at the nursery and primary school. As a mother I am all for these school but certainly not on the same grounds as a nursery and primary school.

No No As above None No 2021-10-14 22:22:57 ANON-QNZW-XF3Y-T 2021-10-13 18:03:04 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 15_0_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/15.0 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-14 22:23:04 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes Larger building will have larger resources. More people there, so like main stream numbers should be interesting, how they adapt and learn from one another. More support for staff and pupils. Taxi for transport are on so it’s ok. Yes Yes I think there’s too much single schools for this and that. You may see a difference on different aspects of their behaviour so having a mix sex status but separate at times accordingly 
maybe beneficial. Unless Atkinson could stay but be for girls too? Mix is needed wherever they go to. One school for boys always sounds they are the problem. Different relationships around like a main stream school could help, rather it be like (word has been removed due to inappropriate content) 2021-10-14 22:48:34 ANON-QNZW-XFTB-4 2021-10-14 22:35:48 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 12_5_5 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8607 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/16H62 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone7,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/12.5.5;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-14 22:48:39 Introduction Consultation document



Parent of a student in another school No The negative impact on the much larger amount of children and babies at the immediately adjacent nursery and school makes this proposal totally inappropriate. The welfare of those extremely young and vunerable children should be the prime consideration. Can anyone guarantee there will be no negative impacts or incidents 
affecting the young children - unless the answer is yes there should be no question of proceeding with this proposal.

No No There must be some reason for the school being all boys historically, so I would need to understand the impact of introducing small numbers of girls into such an environemnt before 
agreeing it would be beneficial. The consultation does not provide that.

The building proposed in Ponteland and it's associated land could be sold to a property developer, and would surely attract great interest and relatively high income to the 
council, which could then be used to fund an alternative proposal. If the plan is to move to Blyth in 2023 anyway then surely temporary buildings such as decent portacabins 
could be hired to allow for additional capacity until the move. This would also save on relocation costs and presumably higher transport costs associated with the relocation.

I have read comments from parents who have considered Atkinson House for their own children but were put off by Police having to get involved in incidents at the school, and the number of physical attacks on teachers. The OFSTED report refers to 
restraining of pupils and procedures for referring criminal activities. Given the ridiculoulsly close proximity to babies and toddlers it is horrifying and makes me feel sick to think of this proposal going ahead when I currently have children at both the 
nursery and the school. I am sure a lot of parents would have to evaluate whether they felt safe sending their children to the school and nursery which could have a major negative effect on both.
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Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes Northumberland is a large county and those to the west are missing out because the facility is in the east. If closer this may make this fairer Yes Yes Both genders should be treated equally None No 2021-10-15 06:24:45 ANON-QNZW-XFTC-5 2021-10-15 06:19:14 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone10,6;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-15 06:24:51 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

The redundant Richard Coates building was deemed unfit for purpose for mainstream children, hence the brand new buildings, it is therefore unfit for any children!

After some research, I don’t believe this is the correct site for the move of pupils aged 11 - 19 (adults) from Atkinson House, the site is interlinked with the primary school and two children’s nursery’s within the site, this, in my opinion, would cause safeguarding issues. 

I have a SEN son myself, who attends Hexham priory school, so I understand how important these facilities are, but purely based on the close proximity of the buildings, part of the primary school is actually attached to the old building, and the fact that Atkinson House could be extended/altered, this move is wholly unnecessary.  The 
site proposed is unacceptable due to age/state of building and location. Not to mention the huge anxiety involved in the move for all pupils at Atkinson House, with no benefit to them whatsoever.

Yes Yes I think a facility like Atkinson house should be available to all, not based on gender. However, please see my reasons above as to why it should be modified/extended in its current 
location in order to accommodate girls. Please look at remodelling/extending the current Atkinson House building, in order to make the old Coates building fit for purpose would cost significantly more. Please take the safeguarding issue seriously, 18/19 year olds are adults, they should not be in a nursery/primary setting. 2021-10-15 09:10:23 ANON-QNZW-XFT2-M 2021-10-15 08:49:05 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone12,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-15 09:10:30 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

The potential negative impact of this proposed relocation far outweighs the positive. I am sure everyone supports the concept of additional spaces and improved facilities, but I could not think of a more unsuitable location. It looks like a lazy and at best careless solution to resolving a problem. Reading the document was very 
concerning. It is totally blinkered towards the move happening. There is no mention of the fact that the site is still used by a nursery and a primary school. The welfare of those younger children who are already there should be the first consideration. Why is the impact on the proposed locality not referred to? Why does the document 
not highlight the sort of serious issues that relocating to this site could potentially bring (see my comments at point 11)? It just talks about satisfying the parents of the SEMH children, and confirming the children will be provided with free transport to the school and be given playing fields (and does this take away from Richard Coates 
playing fields - again it doesn't say). Where are the comments for the parents of the children in the nursery and Richard Coates, not to mention consideration of the impact on the nursery / school and, most importantly of all, the children? Already parents have said they will pull their children out if it goes ahead. The fantastic nursery 
will have to close. Richard Coates will become last choice for Ponteland and enter a negative spiral. I have just moved to the area after working so hard to be able to afford to do so, so I can give my kids the best upbringing but I really fear for their safety if this proposal goes ahead. It feels like a nightmare.

No No The document says nothing on any potential issues with making the school co-educational. Without being informed how can I support it.

There would be a lot more value in selling this high value land in Ponteland and using the money for a long-term, purpose built facility in a more suitable location, for example an 
easily accessible and central location outside of a busy town centre making transportation for the pupils easier (thereby reducing costs) and having far less negative impact on 
the locality.
It makes little sense to have this school in the middle of a housing estate on high value land in an area that already has traffic problems. I fear that if there are some incidents 
against the nursery / primary school children then there will be an outcry to move the school away anyway, so the final costs will be a lot higher with this proposal.

The consultation paper and this survey are completely biased, only talking about the benefits to Atkinson House therefore making the survey loaded. For example 'Do you support a proposal that is going to help the needs of SEMH children' - well of 
course people are more likely to respond favourably to this question. But if the survey was written from the other perspective it might say 'Do you support a proposal to take all the older boys in the county that other schools will not take on, and put them 
all together on site with a nursery and a primary school, in the middle of an already overcrowded housing estate' the response would clearly be influenced against the proposal. Where is the impact assessment on how it will affect the nursery and pupils 
at the neighbouring school? Or some clear commentary on what sort of behaviours the nursery / school children might expect to see / endure? Are there many acts of violence or inappropriate behaviour? Would any of the Atkinson House pupils have a 
track record of offences against minors? I do fully appreciate that the Atkinson House pupils need suitable facilities but this seems like a wholly inappropriate proposal. A fellow parent of a child at the nursery also looks after SEMH children and obviously 
appreciates they require care but said she is totally against having them being located right next to the nursery / school. Some parents appear to be the impression that Atkinson House is mainly a school that caters for autistic children but reading the 
document that does not appear to be the case. The regular mention of catering for autistic children on the website pages seems to be misleading people regarding the make up of Atkinson House.
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Staff member in another school Yes Specialist support for young people who need it should be facilitated wherever possible by the council and other groups. This could be an opportunity to work with the several local primary schools to enhance their provision Yes Yes As above. None None 2021-10-15 14:34:41 ANON-QNZW-XFTG-9 2021-10-15 14:31:55 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-15 14:35:01 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes This service is needed for these children and young people if they are not to be stigmatised further and to receive the supports that they require.  
I am a parent of a son with mental health problems.

Yes Yes As long as services meet the needs of girls and young women in education. None
The opposition views are mainly based on prejudice which is very sad.  There is a disused site at the old Richard coates school and it should be used.  
I haven’t had time to read all the information provided however.
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Parent of a student in another school No I think this school should stay, then another send school be created on the Coates site as well, there is a shortage of send provision, I know parents who are having to live house in order to get their children into an appropriate school, nunnykirk being closed leaving a gap for those students, there is not enough schools, don’t move one 
to another, create more!

Yes Yes There is not enough provision
Keep Atkinson house where it is and update/modernise as necessary then create another send school on the Coates site filling a huge gap in send provision for children who 
aren’t quite right for main stream education but also don’t need to be somewhere extreme Invest in send provision across Northumberland please 2021-10-15 16:55:51 ANON-QNZW-XFTY-U 2021-10-15 16:51:36 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8611 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone13,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-15 16:55:55 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No This is an affluent area where people have worked hard and pay a fortune for houses and in council tax to live here we do not want a special needs school in our area it is also next door to a nursery No No I have answered no to the above as I do not want to relocate to Ponty then although I do believe having girls and boys in the same class maybe okay It’s not for me to outline where and how you should accommodate these places perhaps look at building another school different site near Morpeth where it is at the moment You will devalue Ponteland and Darris Hall as a place to live and the local schools and communities if you go ahead with this proposal we do not want this 2021-10-15 17:29:56 ANON-QNZW-XFTV-R 2021-10-15 17:26:13 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-15 17:30:07 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No We have worked hard and pay a lot of money to to live in Ponteland and Darris Hall we do not want a special needs school in our area with troublesome children No No This may lead to more problems if you mix boys and girls with problems The council should invest in building a school near the current site in Seghill we do not want this in Ponteland
You have recently spent millions of pounds developing Ponteland schools and leisure centre you will find an awful lot of people moving out of the area if you go ahead with this proposal this makes no sense to develop an affluent area and then put a 
special needs school with lots of troublesome children in it this is not one the resident want
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Parent of a student in another school Richard Coates No As much as I understand the needs of these children to continue education I do not believe that this should be directly next door to a primary school. Its inappropriate and could cause risk to the small children. By increasing the numbers of special needs children your also reducing the effective control and this will also have an impact on 
there education as more distraction and problems will occur day to day in the group.

No No Creating a bigger community of children with issues increases the risk of problems and reduces the ability of staff to control the situation and brings risk to the local community. You should not create additional places If this happens I shall remove my child from pre school at Richard Coates I will not except my 4 year old being put at risk. 2021-10-15 20:28:44 ANON-QNZW-XFTN-G 2021-10-15 20:16:46 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_15_7) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/94.0.4606.81 Safari/537.362021-10-15 20:28:58 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Totally wrong to move this to Ponteland and right next door to a children’s nursery why would you even contemplate such a ridiculous proposal No No Increase risk of problems and right next door to a children’s nursery a ridiculous idea Build or find an appropriate alternative facility that is not in Ponteland or next to door to a children’s nursery It’s a disgrace that you would even contemplate such a proposal putting children in a nursery at risk 2021-10-16 11:12:34 ANON-QNZW-XFT7-S 2021-10-15 17:33:56 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-16 11:12:39 Introduction Consultation document

Staff member in another school No The parents of our school which is next door are all up in arms they will pull their children out of the school we will lose lots of good students you will impact to the school parents children and teachers lives if you go ahead with this proposal No No Increase risk of problems by mixing the sexes of children with issues It’s not for me to find you an alternative that’s the councils job but I would suggest  any  Alternative solution shouldn’t be next to other schools I hope you will change your mind and not go ahead with this proposal and find an alternative solution outside of Ponteland 2021-10-16 18:03:07 ANON-QNZW-XFTH-A 2021-10-16 11:13:33 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-16 18:03:12 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No I do not wish to see a special needs school in Ponteland No No I dont wish to see a special needs school in Ponteland either single or mixed sexed None We do not want this in Ponteland please find an alternative solution 2021-10-16 18:10:00 ANON-QNZW-XFC4-5 2021-10-16 18:06:04 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-16 18:10:05 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school Yes Because there is inadeqaute capacity at present Yes Yes I think the students will benefit from a co-educational environment None no 2021-10-16 22:04:38 ANON-QNZW-XFCF-Q 2021-10-16 21:57:05 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/94.0.4606.81 Safari/537.362021-10-16 22:04:45 Introduction Consultation document

Staff member in another school No The site is to close to primary school children and in inappropriate to have the shared field space with such small children. It was not appropriate for two primary schools, therefore definitely not appropriate for older students and primary. A better option would be to ask the community middle to close and make this a send provision for 
primary aged children. After all why was this forth primary school allowed when Coates can’t fill their spaces?

No No The children are already sexualised and mixing them together would be detrimental for the girls.
None for Atkinson house, but ponteland community could be used for a new, much needed send provision. It’s numbers are so low and this extra primary provision should never 
have been approved Think about the young nursery children in both tinklers and Coates. Should they really be so close to this type of provision? 2021-10-16 22:54:07 ANON-QNZW-XFC8-9 2021-10-16 22:46:34 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-16 22:54:17 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No Concerned grandparent. No No Makes  it for more difficult for teachers to control emotionally  / mentally affected children if mixed, more challenging for the pupils to concentrate.

Out of Ponteland. 

Ponteland is still a fairly small community with too many new houses being built already, including a new very large sports centre and a new large high school. 
There are a lot of elderly residents who would not feel safe walking past this type of school to get to the shops.
I don't think it is a suitable building for this type of school. The area has no clear boundaries and is much too close to the nursery school.

Just would like for the safety of the community to remain for older residents of the community and young children. 2021-10-17 20:15:30 ANON-QNZW-XFC1-2 2021-10-17 19:58:52 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 10; SAMSUNG SM-J600FN) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) SamsungBrowser/15.0 Chrome/90.0.4430.210 Mobile Safari/537.362021-10-17 20:15:51 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No
The premises and location propose is a questionable choice to meet the proposed needs of pupils, teachers and surrounding communities. 

The old school is co-located to a nursey and primary school. Local residents would also be affected detrimentally by additional traffic, parking and some vulnerable residents would feel intimated by the proposals.

No No Not until suitable premises and location have been identified. There are many unused premises in Ashington / Blyth which could be used more safely for the pupils and local community. Which would also benefit from regeneration. 2021-10-18 10:54:12 ANON-QNZW-XFCQ-2 2021-10-18 10:42:30 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/94.0.4606.81 Safari/537.362021-10-18 10:54:17 Introduction Consultation document

Other Resident of Ponteland No I believe Atkinson House should stay where it is but be improved to enable the needs of students attending to be fully met. Perhaps the site of the old Richard Coates could be improved and made into a school for pupils who are struggling in mainstream school. No No I do not feel qualified to answer this question. As stated above I believe the present location of Atkinson House should be retained but improved in order to fully provide for the needs of all students attending. As stated above consideration could be given to improving the current Richard Coates site in order to provide a setting suitable for primary aged children who are struggling to cope and make progress in a mainstream setting. 2021-10-18 11:59:00 ANON-QNZW-XFCA-J 2021-10-18 11:46:51 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_15_6) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Safari/605.1.152021-10-18 11:59:04 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school Yes I feel that these children should be given the best chance possible and should not deny them opportunity and access to educational support that meets their needs.  I am hopeful that appropriate security measures would be in place where deemed necessary.  I have a 3 year old daughter who is at little tinklers now and will be hopefully 
going to Richard Coates primary sept 2022.  I would hate to have to worry about her safety as at present the grounds are quite open.  Regardless of this im uncertain wether this just displays ignorance on my part.  In summary I believe everyone should be given the chance to be the best they can be so I wish you luck.

Yes Yes I'm assuming people with much experience in this field of care have performed appropriate risk assessments/reviewed provisions and feel it is appropriate to have girls present too.  
Especially if there is an increased demand for female spaces. None

1.  Ensure appropriate security to ensure no deteimental impact on students of little tinklers and Richard coates 
2.  I'm hoping it has already been taken into consideration the potentially  increase of traffic on quite a small road
3.  Just feel it is key that these young people are given the chance they deserve
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Parent of a student in another school No The negative impact the move will have on the children currently at Richard Coates school and Little Tinklers nursery. Yes Yes I understand the provision is important and required but believe it should be on another site not to the detriment of the education of other children in the area. NA These children have been removed from state schools for a reason. I do believe they should be supported effectively and appropriately but not to the detriment of other children in the area. 2021-10-19 14:37:04 ANON-QNZW-XFCE-P 2021-10-19 14:30:21 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-19 14:37:09 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No The current site (where Richard coates school is) has only just become manageable after Ponteland primary school moved to its new site (in the new Ponteland leisure centre). Putting another site back at this location would increased traffic, cause greater risk of accident and stretch already overstretched services nearby. Would 
recommend developing the current SEND school at its current location; not using this site.

Yes Yes N/a N/a N/a 2021-10-19 18:08:20 ANON-QNZW-XFCM-X 2021-10-19 18:02:23 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-19 18:08:35 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House - No The safety of the children in the neighbouring primary school have not been considered. Whilst I’m conscious of the need for additional special needs places - the severe behavioural needs of these children would not allow secure safeguarding of primary ages children next door. Yes Yes Gender specific education can affect the mental health of young people. A change to this would support the children. However the location of those children, near impressionable 

primary school children has not been thought out.

Location needs to consider the safeguarding of those in the local area. This proposal does not do that.

What buildings does Northumberland LEA have access to? 
Considerations:
Public transport route
Safeguarding of ALL young children, not just those at the school
Secure building with secure land, preferably slightly away from residential areas.

The cabinet needs to be absolutely convinced that any risk to young children in the area is managed and mitigated for this to go ahead. Whilst support for the children of Atkinson house is highly important, Safeguarding should never be compromised. 2021-10-21 18:43:00 ANON-QNZW-XFCB-K 2021-10-21 18:35:30 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 15_0_1 like Mac OS X) WebKit/8612 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/19A348 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone14,4;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/15.0.1;FBSS/3;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-21 18:43:05 Introduction Consultation document

Staff member in another school Yes As SENDco to a school in the West of the county we often have parents refusing to consider a specialist school for their child as they feel the travelling distance to schools in the East of the county is too great for their child. We have had parents choose to home school their child once they completed their time with us in First school 
rather than have a long travel each day.

Yes Yes Girls also need access to these specialist services. none none 2021-10-22 11:32:12 ANON-QNZW-XFCX-9 2021-10-22 11:26:39 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/95.0.4638.54 Safari/537.362021-10-22 11:32:18 Introduction Consultation document



Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No
More suitable locations elsewhere including nearer to pupils homes. 

Too close to current primary school & nursery.

Yes Yes Gender equality None None 2021-10-24 11:09:04 ANON-QNZW-XFCR-3 2021-10-24 11:07:21 v7.0.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) CriOS/94.0.4606.76 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-10-24 11:09:10 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes It makes sense to offer more places, especially female students. Yes Yes I feel offering additional places to both male & female students is beneficial None I would be interested in finding out what the arrangements would be for the current site if proposals are approved. Would it remain a educational site? 2021-10-27 16:44:34 ANON-QNZW-XFCK-V 2021-10-27 16:35:30 v7.1.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18H17 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone9,3;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.8;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-27 16:44:46 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes More SEN facilities are desperately needed in the North East Yes Yes Yes on the understanding that safeguarding will be provided to ensure females are safe when mixing with males None No 2021-10-27 18:50:48 ANON-QNZW-XFCY-A 2021-10-27 18:45:16 v7.1.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18H17 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone12,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.8;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-10-27 18:50:54 Introduction Consultation document

Other
Parent of previous SEN student from Ponteland, community 
interest company founder supporting parents of 
neurodivergent children

Yes There are increasing numbers of students being identified with SEMH needs in general, particularly after the impact of covid.  There are increasing numbers of girls being identified and having a facility for these students in Ponteland would be beneficial for the local community and SEN pupils who require a facility outside of mainstream 
schooling.

Yes Yes I think it will be a valuable asset to Northumberland and to the increasing numbers of girls being identified as havin SEMH needs and struggling to attend mainstream school. None I think this is an excellent opportunity to relocate and repurpose an SEN facility in Northumberland in order to offer a alternate option to those students in the county who are struggling to attend a mainstream education setting due to their SEMH needs. 2021-10-28 22:58:53 ANON-QNZW-XFC6-7 2021-10-28 22:49:20 v7.1.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64; rv:93.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/93.02021-10-28 22:58:59 Introduction Consultation document

Other I am a resident of Ponteland No
The center at Seghill is equipped with sufficient security to deal with the special needs of the type of pupils housed. The school on Thornhill road does not have any such measures in place. To suggest that the facility at Seghill can even be replicated in the village of Ponteland would cost a great deal of money. 
In my opinion the  article in pontnews&views is written with a such lack of transparency regarding the real description of people attending Atkinson School in Seghill as to render the article laughable. As someone who regularly drove to Atkinson House I can say from experience that some of the people attending that school are (the 
remainder of this sentence was removed due to inappropriate content). A much simpler answer is to extend the unit in Seghill

No No see above Extend the facility at Seghill no 2021-11-05 15:49:35 ANON-QNZW-XFC7-8 2021-11-05 15:31:55 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/95.0.4638.69 Safari/537.362021-11-05 15:49:57 Introduction Consultation document

Other Ponteland resident. No Not wanted. Yes Yes Better to be mixed, chance to meet others. Must have strict supervision. None To close to O A P homes. 2021-11-05 20:32:59 ANON-QNZW-XFCT-5 2021-11-05 20:24:29 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/95.0.4638.54 Safari/537.36 Edg/95.0.1020.402021-11-05 20:33:20 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

Firstly, I do not think the building (being 2 stories) is suitable for children in wheelchairs or who have mobility problems
Secondly, as a resident of Thornhill Road, the amount of traffic would increase substantially, especially as most of the children would be brought in individual taxis/cars. This is a residential area and Coates school which is in the adjacent building now, mostly caters to local children. The increased volume of traffic would lead to much 
higher pollution and danger to them walking to school. The 20mph speed limit on this road is rarely observed.
Thirdly, at school start and end times, Ponteland is severely grid-locked by traffic arriving/departing in every direction. It is absolutely impossible to travel anywhere around this area during these times. There are already five schools in the area. Another school, particularly one which the pupils would all have to be transported into, is a 
ludicrous suggestion.

No No I answered the above questions as answers were required but as I do not have a pupil at that school, I am not qualified to give an opinion.
Again, I am not qualified to reply. Maybe, as a pre-requisite to granting more land to housing developers, you utilise their CIL payments to collectively enable a new, purpose 
built school to be built. You could collaborate with North Tyneside council and use some of their CIL levies raised by the huge increase in new housing developments they are 
granting.

No 2021-11-06 12:12:35 ANON-QNZW-XFC5-6 2021-11-06 11:48:35 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 8.1.0; I3312) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/95.0.4638.50 Mobile Safari/537.362021-11-06 12:12:48 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school Yes My son has an asd diagnosis and the lack of schools close by that can meet his needs is shocking. I don't drive and it would currently by £70 a day in taxis to send him to any of the sen schools. Yes Yes It should be equal girls with sen needs get Marjorly overlooked N/a No 2021-11-07 14:30:08 ANON-QNZW-XFC9-A 2021-11-07 14:27:00 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-G973F Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/95.0.4638.74 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/343.0.0.37.117;]2021-11-07 14:30:13 Introduction Consultation document

Other Parent of child at Richard Coates and little tinklers No Safety concerns especially for 2 year old at little tinkers nursery. They often play outside which is easily accessed by pupils attending the old Richard Coates site. No No As above None None 2021-11-15 16:54:48 ANON-QNZW-XFCS-4 2021-11-15 16:53:27 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-15 16:54:53 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No
I do not believe placing Atkinson House accommodating boys with behaviour issues should be next door to a primary school. Richard Coates children should not be exposed to such children who could potentially physically or emotionally harm these primary school children. Does Atkinson House actually need a building of that size? 
Atkinson House is part of Newcastle City Council so why is it being relocated to Northumberland area? Surely the relocation will also end up costing Newcastle City Council far more in travelling expenses to transport these pupils out of the area.  You have discussed staggering the starting and ending times for the 2 schools due to traffic 
congestion. Surely when there was 2 primary schools next door to each other there was far more traffic and I believe you are looking at staggering these times to protect the primary school children from the Atkinson boys which shows you have doubts of the safety you can offer to Richard Coates children.

No No Not applicable as this does not affect me but strenuously point out that children with mental health and behaviour issues should not be next door to a primary school. Somewhere in Newcastle where the Council is actually from. This should not take place. Atkinson House should not be placed next door to a primary school. 2021-11-15 17:42:22 ANON-QNZW-XFDF-R 2021-11-15 17:26:03 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 15_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/15.1 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-15 17:42:34 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No We had 2 small schools: then both of these expanded with little consultation. The site and access roads can not cope with the volume of traffic for 2 schools : this was demonstrated by the parking and congestion issues that arose between 2017-2020 when two larger schools were here. 
The infrastructure around ponteland is already struggling with the number of schools in our postcode: you were supposed to close 2 middle schools: we now have 2 extra primary schools which is insane why the ‘community primary’  still exists is beyond me. The last thing ponteland needs is more schools.

No No If you have children struggling with their normal school day why complicate it further by added more adolescent issues of mixing the gender of these youths? Open a female school elsewhere: keep Atkinson house where it’s established None 2021-11-15 17:56:02 ANON-QNZW-XFD8-A 2021-11-15 17:48:00 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-15 17:56:16 Introduction Consultation document

Other Parent of a student at Richard Coates No Too close to a primary school. Completely inappropriate location. I am a secondary school teacher and I have met/ dealt with students with additional needs such as those at Atkinson House - unreasonable to place so close to a primary school Yes Yes Yes but on the current site or a different more appropriate location. I am not a town planner or on the council. It is the job of the council to provide enough additional places without endangering other students I do not believe the people of Ponteland and the current parents of students at Richard coates have been given enough notice or opportunity to discuss the proposal 2021-11-15 18:20:02 ANON-QNZW-XFD4-6 2021-11-15 16:57:18 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-G986B) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/95.0.4638.74 Mobile Safari/537.362021-11-15 18:20:07 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

I have a child at Richard Coates and already have concerns over traffic on Thornhill Road at school times. Even though there is a zebra crossing not all cars stop. This could be helped if NCC were to repaint the zebra crossing and make it more visible or have a lollipop person present.

Also I have concerns regarding the safety and safeguarding for children in Richard Coates if the proposed Atkinson House was relocated adjacent. 

Obviously the fence line boundary would need reinstating. Would adequate landscape mitigation be introduced to keep a visual barrier to discourage the 2 schools interacting albeit through a fence?

Had we have known about the likelihood of this development we may have considered Ponteland Primary as our 1st choice instead.

Yes Yes My concerns are not relating to gender Not adjacent to another primary school No further comments 2021-11-15 19:21:11 ANON-QNZW-XFDP-2 2021-11-15 19:06:55 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-15 19:21:30 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

Firstly I believe the building is excessively large for requirements. The need for taxis worries me with the already congested roads around Thornhill road - drop off and pick ups and the fact that children cross the old entrance with more cars around is a worry, even if different times. The excess fuel consumption required to get the 
children here is a worry too, the environment is an issue, and the health of children already at the local school  - we should be ensuring there are less cars polluting close by schools. I also wonder is the school really in a condition that is suitable for use? Lastly about the close proximity of the two schools, it is concerning that they are so 
close by, but ‘building a wall’ seems really wrong - that would be encouraging children ar Richard Coates to think badly or be concerned about the children being educated at the new school. But then there must be some separation mustn’t there. I just think that overall the welfare of the children should be considered, and neither group 
are truly befitting from this. There must be a better solution, closer to home and more suited to what they actually need for their mental health. It seems to me the only consideration has been where the house them.

No No

It depends on the evidence for co-education, not just for the purposes of rehousing more children. Is there a reason they are single sex at the moment? Is it better for mental well being 
for some of these children? Is it worse? I can’t support something without evidence, but certainly I don’t support it just for the sake of increasing intake in one building that happens to 
be free at the moment. What is the need? I suspect more places for girls, not to coeducate necessarily, although if this is also a proven benefit then great. But is this so with these 
group of children?

Have you considered options for a girls onto spaces for the additional requirements? 
Does there need to be only one Atkinsons House? 
Can there be a smaller venue that would be more suitable? 
Is Atkinson house in such a state that it has to be rehoused?

I think it would be shameful to use covid as an excuse not to seek further consultation with those who live around and whose children currently attend Richard Coates school. Face to face meetings may not be on the agenda but there many of us who 
would use online meetings happily. Children are so important to all of us and these children who you propose coming to the new site would be the most vulnerable and should be considered appropriately, as well as those who currently go to school 
locally.

2021-11-15 19:57:21 ANON-QNZW-XFD1-3 2021-11-15 19:36:40 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 15_0_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/15.0 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-15 19:57:33 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

A decision to place Atkinson house on the site of Richard Coates shows complete disregard for the safety and well-being of the pupils of Richard Coates. 
Having young people with difficulty managing their emotions or their behaviour will undoubtedly have negative and detrimental impact on the pupils at Richard Coates both in the short and long term.  This is a huge safeguarding concern. 
I am sure pupils will leave Richard Coates as a result of Atkinson house  and prospective pupils will be less inclined to attend.  As a hugely concerned parent I will also be considering my children’s position at the school as they are at a very impressionable age where uncontrolled, unsociable behaviour witnessed by them is likely to 
impact or influence them negatively throughout their developing years.

Importantly from a child safety perspective, it is clear that the Richard Coates site needs to reduce traffic on thornhill road, it is already a precarious position at school pickup with cars, taxis and buses driving very close and fast to young children and adding to this congestion with more buses, taxis or cars is frankly dangerous and an 
accident is waiting to happen. 

Loosing outside space for children to exercise, play and maintain mental well-being will sadly be lost. 

Moving Atkinson house to Richard Coates is clearly a financial decision, but when this compromises children’s safety, well-being and future as a community we need to stand together. This should not and cannot happen.

No No
I do not support Atkinson house moving to Richard Coates.

This compromises the safety and well being of Richard Coates pupils ans little tinklers nursery.

Northumberland is a huge and beautiful county.
The list of alternative sites is endless

This is a safeguarding issue.
Please think about the safety and well-being of the Richard Coates young pupils.  This potential move is dangerous.

The behaviours and emotions young children of Richard Coates will be exposed to and almost certainly interact with will be inappropriate, detrimental and dangerous.  Further traffic and footfall on thornhill road is dangerous and a road accident will be 
waiting to happen. 

Please put the children of our future before financial decisions and gains

2021-11-15 21:21:24 ANON-QNZW-XFDQ-3 2021-11-15 20:38:55 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_8_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-15 21:21:35 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

The decision shows no concern for the safety and well-being of the pupils of Richard Coates. 
young people with difficulty managing their emotions and behaviour will have negative impacts on the pupils at Richard Coates.  They should not be exposed to such behaviours and experiences.  
I am sure families will want to leave Richard Coates as a result of Atkinson house over safeguarding concerns.

Worringly from a road safety perspective thornhill road cannot accommodate any more traffic. The addition of more cars, taxis or buses is dangerous to the young children.  

The loss of outside space for children to exercise and play is appalling. 

I request the council and decision makers to put the children and people of the future at the forefront of their decisions, not financial gains for the short term.

No No I do not support Atkinson house relocating to Richard coates. Putting young people who cannot control their emotions or behaviours on a current primary school site is wreckless and dangerous
Putting young people who cannot control their emotions or behaviours on a current primary school site which strives to help the local community and children including some disadvantaged children is simply wreckless.  If the move proceeds then we can 
predict the Northumberland children safeguarding team will become a very busy department sadly.

2021-11-15 22:04:20 ANON-QNZW-XFDA-K 2021-11-15 21:48:57 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 15_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/15.1 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-15 22:04:24 Introduction Consultation document

Other
Parent of child who attends Little Tinklers nursery in 
Ponteland

No Knowledge of the proposed site in Ponteland, which shares it grounds with a private nursery called Little Tinklers. I do not believe the safety of the children attending this nursery can be guaranteed, both from significant increase in traffic, but also older children with the sorts of problems that necessitate a place at Atkinson House, 
should not share the grounds of their school with vulnerable toddlers. I believe this would create safeguarding concerns on both sides.

No No I would need to know more about how many girls are likely to qualify, where these girls are currently being schooled, and why their schooling should be moved. What benefit would 
that bring to the girls. Would they better served by having their own single sex education institution rather than mixing with the boys. I don't know enough about it. None No 2021-11-16 19:36:48 ANON-QNZW-XFDD-P 2021-11-16 19:29:40 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko2021-11-16 19:37:02 Introduction Consultation document

Other Chair of Richard Coates primary school Academy committee No
Richard Coates primary school is located on the site next door and with shared access to the sports fields, there will be a much increased safeguarding risk to our pupils.

There will also be the constant threat of disruption at the start and end of every school day for our staff, parents and pupils.

Yes Yes There is the demand for the extra provision and the most cost effective option would be to adopt a co-educational model Consideration should be given to relocating to the the school being vacated by Hexham Middle School on Wanless Lane. The siting of a specialist SEMH provision next door to a primary school with shared access to resources is wholly inappropriate and just asking for problems. 2021-11-18 08:54:31 ANON-QNZW-XFDB-M 2021-11-18 08:13:17 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/95.0.4638.69 Safari/537.36 Edg/95.0.1020.532021-11-18 08:54:34 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

1.) Location of new Atkinson house is adjacent to Primary school, and impact of  placing 11-18 year students who have already been removed from mainstream schooling next to 3+ children would have serious impact on the welfare of the young children.  This interaction would occur at start and end of day, and also when Atkinson 
house students wander to local shops (AS THEY WOULD) and also during break times.
2.) Impracticality of sharing playing fields.
3.) Management of Atkinson House and Coates school under different management so no common structure for resolving conflicts caused by having 11-18 adjacent to primary children

No No A Co-educational system could increase the students difficulties
Other schools, and buildings are available or becoming available across Northumberland that do not share facilities with primary children. 
Within Ponteland there is a property near the golf club that has been empty for many years.

This proposal is being rushed through without due thought and consideration.
At a strategic level it probably seemed a good idea to use this empty school building, but when the details are considered on how the new Atkinson House will operate on effectively the same site as a primary school  it becomes impractical.
Experience tells us that the students will not stay in the building (why should they, they are not prisoners) and so there will inevitably be some interaction between them and R Coates Primary children. To ensure safeguarding the welfare of the Primary 
school children the move must not happen.

2021-11-18 12:40:36 ANON-QNZW-XFDX-A 2021-11-18 12:13:53 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-18 12:40:54 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No Children with SEMH needs benefit from smaller groups and smaller buildings they find familiarity in routine and structure a bigger building would have the potential to catastrophically affect the mental health of these students.  The council should focus on making main stream schools more accessible for.children with tests needs and 
more inclusive.   The provision moving to a different location would affect local.businesses in Seghill and the community either through employment or loss of sales.

No No
To help these students same sex educational setting is more beneficial especially at the age of the students when hormones are heightened and thus affecting the already fragile 
emotional.balance for these students. The focus shod be on helping them manage their emotions and helping them to regulate and self support without added distractions. Plus from a 
harm point of view many studentsnwoth SEMH needs can be violent and harm other unintentionally the risk of serious harm would potentionally increase.

These children should be given the opportunity to be in the ARPs that have been funded at astley high or blyth what is the point of building new provisions if they don't cater for 
all.

Yes stop trying to save money by getting rid of prime building land and try focusing on kmproving education for children it seems you are deciding to forgo these children's education to make money not taking into consideration what the children actually 
need.

2021-11-18 20:21:14 ANON-QNZW-XFDC-N 2021-11-18 20:09:43 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-A202F) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Mobile Safari/537.362021-11-18 20:21:18 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No
The Richard Coates site is immediately next to a nursery provision and beyond that, a primary school.
Whilst I recognise the need to increase the provision for SEMH students in Northumberland, the proposed site is completely unsuitable. I feel that is raises a number of safeguarding concerns for the younger students who attend Richard Coates primary school and I would not want young students to be exposed to inappropriate or 
upsetting behaviour.

Yes Yes Yes, there should be a provision for female students but not on the proposed site.
I believe the council had an original plan which as been delayed as a result of COVID. They should stick to their original plan which was clearly more suitable. This seems to be an 
example of choosing the path of least resistance/cost regardless of the potential consequences. Please reconsider this proposal and ask yourself if you would like your own young children to be sharing a walk to school with young people who may potentially behave in a way that would be upsetting for young children. 2021-11-20 10:30:44 ANON-QNZW-XFDR-4 2021-11-20 10:18:04 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 15_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/15.1 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-20 10:30:49 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No I don’t think it’s a suitable site being placed next to a primary school.  Due to the complex needs of these children I feel it is not suitable for primary children to view potential outbursts. 
Alongside this there are a lot of older residents who access the local shops which will be close to that school.

Yes Yes I believe there should be a suitable facility for girls but not on the suggested site. None I believe a suitable location needs to be found to support these children. However I feel we also need to consider the safety and needs of the primary school children aswell. 2021-11-21 20:42:56 ANON-QNZW-XFDK-W 2021-11-21 20:02:34 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.0.1 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-21 20:43:07 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

This is a wholly unsuitable site for a school of this nature. It is in a residential area, surrounded by old peoples bungalows. 

The estate can barely manage at school pick up and drop off and the addition of many private taxis to the school will add to this. 

I also do not understand why, seeing as the site was unsuitable for a primary school, that it has suddenly become a viable option for a special school. 

There is a nursery and primary school on site and unfortunately some of the children who attend atkinson house currently have violent tendencies which no small child needs to witness. The bad language is also a factor. 

I absolutely see the need for further provision for special schools but this site is no suitable in the slightest. 

I am strongly opposed to this proposal.

Yes Yes Girls absolutely need this sort of provision but not at the pontelamd site. None As a resident I strongly oppose this school as I believe it is not in the best interests of the youn people and residents of ponteland 2021-11-22 09:39:27 ANON-QNZW-XFD6-8 2021-11-22 09:34:09 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-A715F Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/345.0.0.34.118;]2021-11-22 09:39:34 Introduction Consultation document

Other Parent of a student in the adjacent nursery No

I have concerns over the proximity of the school and the influence this will have on the local nursery as well as the primary school.  

In the consultation there is no clear assessment on how a safe segregation would be provided between the two different educational settings.  As the outdoor space in the nursery backs onto the school this should have been considered.  Therefore without due consideration for the existing services I have considerable concerns of the 
impact that Akinson House would have on the safety of the nursery pupils.

Yes Yes No comment No comment - further information should be provide on the options the council has assessed What safe guarding measures have been considered give the existing use of the surrounding area as a primary and early years setting? 2021-11-22 10:32:57 ANON-QNZW-XFDJ-V 2021-11-22 10:20:19 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/18G82 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBDV/iPhone11,8;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/14.7.1;FBSS/2;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5]2021-11-22 10:33:05 Introduction Consultation document



Other Resident No I really don't think the site is suitable, I have read that the boys will be taxied in and out,however this school is for boys up to the age of 19. So really they are young men free to leave the premises as they wish, no one will be able to prevent the possibility of bad behaviour/language etc that will undoubtedly affect the younger children 
and their families coming and going from the primary school and nursery. The complaints will no doubt be endless.

No No Same as above I do not No I dont 2021-11-23 08:04:37 ANON-QNZW-XFD5-7 2021-11-23 07:57:21 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-G781B Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/345.0.0.34.118;]2021-11-23 08:04:50 Introduction Consultation document

Other Resident of Northumberland No

The proposed provision is being moved further away from the most populous areas of Northumberland (Cramlington, Blyth, Ashington, Morpeth) who will contribute the majority of students and greatly increase travel time to school for students. This is both inconvenient to students and will increase the carbon footprint of their travel. 
The further away provision is, the greater the probability of non-attendance.

The proposed provision is inappropriate to be placed directly next to an existing primary school.

Yes Yes Co-educational provision can be catered for at a different site that is closer and more convenient to busier areas of Northumberland such as Cramlington, Blyth and Ashington which will 
be able to cater to a greater number of girls.

Relocation of the site should be to a site that is closer to more populous areas of Northumberland such as Cramlington, Ashington and Blyth. Location directly next to the site of 
the existing primary school for this older provision is inappropriate.

Provision closer to locations of students contributes to the reduction of the carbon footprint caused by transport to schools. The proposed location greatly reduces likelihood of children walking to school, and will greatly increase travel time and 
petrol/diesel usage. A location closer to Northumberland's most populous areas such as Cramlington, Ashington, and Blyth would reduce carbon footprint of travel.

2021-11-23 10:55:19 ANON-QNZW-XFDN-Z 2021-11-23 10:30:45 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 12; Pixel 4a) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Mobile Safari/537.362021-11-23 10:55:45 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Good for social skills for student (my son). Yes Yes Happy with relocation and coeducation of proposal. None. None. 2021-11-23 11:53:41 ANON-QNZW-XFD9-B 2021-11-23 09:31:51 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-23 11:53:54 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

I support the plan for Atkinson House to expand but I don't support the location. I don't feel a school for Secondary pupils with SEMH problems should be located next to a Nursery and Primary school.
I have knowledge of the pupils that attend Atkinson House. I am aware that some have Diagnosis of Autism and other learning difficulties. My concern is with the pupils that have specific social and emotional difficulties. The behaviours they can display are highly inappropriate for Primary and Early Years pupils to see or witness. The 
site is very open. Inappropriate and anti social behaviour's would be witnessed by the young children regularly. I feel this would lead to anxiety and upset for both pupils and parents of the children currently located at that site. Mental health and well being is very important for ALL pupils and this proposal highlights risks to all cohorts of 
pupils. 
Parents would need to be reassured from NCC on the safety and well being of their children.

Yes Yes I support the need to expand. There is a site in Hexham that would be more appropriate.
Council needs to consider the well being of ALL pupils not just those of pupils in Atkinson House. I understand the need to expand but feel that an empty building has been identified without any thought to the surrounding area.
Early years and Primary pupils need to feel safe in their provision and not exposed to anti social behaviours including swearing, spitting and abusive language. Unfortunately I base my comment on experience. I am aware that pupils abscond regularly 
from their current provision which also concerns me in terms of safety for young pupils.
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Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Great idea. Yes Yes Great idea. None. 6th form. Next steps - Prepared. 2021-11-23 12:14:58 ANON-QNZW-XFDZ-C 2021-11-23 12:00:53 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-23 12:15:10 Introduction Consultation document
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Other Ponteland resident No Incidents of antisocial behaviour are already an issue at Merton Way shopping area. Bringing a group of older children with these types of need will inevitably exacerbate and intensify this issue, and will place them near to a primary school. Yes Yes No issue with mixed school, only with risk of antisocial behaviour. Site with less risk of increasing antisocial behaviour near shopping area, and site away from primary school. N/a 2021-11-23 12:43:57 ANON-QNZW-XFDS-5 2021-11-23 12:38:41 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 12; Pixel 4a) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Mobile Safari/537.362021-11-23 12:44:01 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school Resident also very near school proposed. No I don't think the proposed site is appropriate for the school to move too. These children /young adults may display behaviour that would distress young children or the older folk who live very near. I'm not sure a residential area is the best place for this type of school. I understand they need more space but maybe somewhere away 
from nursery's and primary school and the older generation would be better suited. I wouldn't feel safe for my children .

No No Because I don't want the school relocated here There are empty buildings on Bell villas and old computer place and nursery Please think carefully about the residents of the area find somewhere better for these children /young men cos some of them are adults so they would be able to leave whenever, they need somewhere they can thrive . 2021-11-23 12:44:32 ANON-QNZW-XFD3-5 2021-11-23 12:33:44 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-A127F Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/345.0.0.34.118;]2021-11-23 12:44:42 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes No problem with proposal to relocate. Yes Yes No issue with girls attending.
Think it would be a good thing. None. Did have concern re: distance (Seghill to Ponteland) but this has been explained and no longer have issue. 2021-11-23 15:37:24 ANON-QNZW-XF54-Q 2021-11-23 15:24:42 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-23 15:37:28 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes
Fantastic opportunity, particularly for girls.
Beneficial for everyone.
Totally supportive of proposal.

Yes Yes Would be good for all pupils. None. Would like facilities for sixth form provision. 2021-11-23 15:49:03 ANON-QNZW-XF5F-9 2021-11-23 15:44:12 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-23 15:49:06 Introduction Consultation document

Other Governor    Richard Coates C of E Primary School No

I have lived in Ponteland since 1964.  I taught in Richard Coates School both when it was designated a Secondary School and from 1972 as a Middle School, when I was Head of English.  
I have also five years' experience as a Resident Tutor and Lecturing in Physical Education and Health Education at City of Leeds Teaching Training College.  This experience plus completing Safeguarding for Children Levels 1, 2 and 3 (elfh) as well as Safeguarding for Adults Level 3 (Open University) enables me to consider this proposal 
and the wider issues it raises. 
For me,  what is paramount is the safety of the Nursery Children and the Primary Pupils.
I do not think this can be guaranteed if the present proposal is accepted.

No No

From my  experience over a wide spectrum of ages and abilities,   I would suggest that for this particular question, the sexes should be taught and cared for separately.

The increasing diversity of problems being  brought into the public domain suggests that problems relating to both age and sex is better address and handled in a single-sex setting.

I have not had, recently,  the opportunity of visiting or inspecting any Special School which is Co-educational.

Following a meeting recently about the relocation of Atkinson House, I have been looking at and considering the alternative which was mentioned towards the end i.e. Kirkley 
Hall.
I have known it since its early days, when it was a very popular Adult activity centre. I did Cookery, enjoyed Silversmithing and our friends did Tailoring, Upholstery and 
Gardening.
The emphasis then changed to Agriculture with a very strong link to Sheep rearing. The College had a farm up on Cheviot. I escorted a group of Students to France where we 
visited the farms of sons and daughters who themselves had been students at Kirkley. We visited the main Sheep College of France, situated in Fontainebleau. 
Then the emphasis turned to Equine - based courses. What has never been in doubt is the extremely pleasant setting out in the country, but accessible to necessary facilities.
There ended a wonderful period of flexible learning, of education for the Community, which was greatly appreciated.

Looking at the website today, two things stand out: the new SEND facilities and the Zoological centre, which I have frequently visited and enjoyed.

Revd Paul's suggestion that this could be a place of therapy is, I feel, a very strong one. It is well established that children or older pupils often respond to animals they have the 
opportunity to meet and develop a rapport, responsibility and indeed affection. Animals are known to be a help for Autistic children, who gradually bond with an animal and this 
bond then transfers to their family.

Over the years, Kirkley Hall has always been held in high regard by our residents. There is a 'Friends of Kirkley Hall'. 

If Atkinson House were to relocate to the Kirkley Hall campus, the pupils would be in a secure, caring environment, with life-enhancing experiences on site. These would be an 
enrichment to the education they would receive.

If this Proposal goes through, there would be a long period of adjustment, strain and anxiety.  The Primary School and the Staff have only just begun to emerge safely out of the Pandemic.   But one cannot ignore the concern which will be felt by all those 
who are Guardians of the children in their care.  We have a sacred duty to enact that safeguarding for them.
Indeed, if an incident were to occur, the impact on both children and Guardians could prove serious, long-lasting and damaging.

REf:   Dept. of Education     Keeping children safe in  education  2021
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Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House N/A No

With due consideration to the proposed location of this specialist school, I cannot support this idea which was at best, totally ill-conceived.

To propose a special needs school of 11-16 year old troubled young people and, to site it  adjacent to a Primary School of 4yr old children?? In addition, a Private Nursery also on the same site?

The logics in this suggestion, defy reason?

No No

Initially, the '2nd No' box requires an answer but an answer to what?
I therefore answer again 'no' because I cannot understand the reason for the 2nd box. 

Co-Education? It would be my opinion, that we would have troubled young men mingling with troubled young women? Again, and in my own view,  supporting and encouraging 
behaviour of normal co-educational establishments but magnified in schools of troubled students.

In my opinion, not a good mix and certainly in a potential school with open access/departure policy. What sort of control is to be exercised here??

There are by all accounts, former empty schools around the County and away from 'flash point' locations such as Thornhill Road in Ponteland?

Kirkley Hall and a Hexham based School is what I have heard spoken about?

These young people must be located somewhere but, why move them from the Seghill base initially and from I believe, an industrial estate (or close to) an Industrial Estate with 
no residential links and 4 yr old school children to get concerned about??

Is this not just an option of convenience to potentially place them in this existing Richard Coates building which unfortunately, happens to be neighbours to 4 yr olds and infants  
and a Nursery? Not to mention elderly pensioners and residents close at hand.

An ill-conceived and crass idea if I could speak boldly!  Foolish notion by however thought of this.

I do indeed have a couple of comments?

The rumour was that the former Richard Coates school building would be demolished and social housing to be created on the released field area?

'Out of the blue' it seems to me, that this was a pre-conceived idea, kept under wraps until convenient to release it to the general public but, already 'cut and dried' by the Local Authority?

Was it also my own viewpoint that the consultation time has been reduced from the initial mid October date for consultation? Giving less time perhaps or is this a figment of my imagination?

I would suggest that you will receive many submissions quite hostile to the crass decision to dream up such a scheme.
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Other Local resident living quite near to the school Yes

All children are entitled to equal access to education. 
Mr Paul Sampson provided excellent evidence of how successful the school currently is in providing individualised plans for to cater for each  pupil's learning needs.
The ethos of support and care rather than a punitive approach to delivering education impressed me immensely. 
Security and transport of pupils into the school.sppear to be well addressed and planned for.
It would be good use of a now vacant school for continued use as an education centre.

Yes Yes There appears to be a deficit of provision for girls with SEMH needs at present.
 If this facility has the capacity to provide for coeducational I would be happy with it.

I think Kirkley Hall may have potential capacity to offer accommodation for SEMH. pupils but I imagine there would be increased costs to alter that facility  to be fit for purpose.  
The gormer Richard Coates site is already fit for purpose, with more minor   less costly adaptations needed. It would make good use of the building when there is need to find a new facility for SEMH children in our areas 2021-11-23 23:12:24 ANON-QNZW-XF5A-4 2021-11-23 22:51:59 v7.1.1 open Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 11; SM-A202F Build/RP1A.200720.012; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/345.0.0.34.118;]2021-11-23 23:12:40 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes
Closer to home.
Bigger schools ideal for extra space, activities and entertainment.
Transition time for current students needs to be built into timescales.

Yes Yes
Puberty - Curious and interested in girls.
Siblings at home (x2)
Communicate in a safe environment.

None. None. 2021-11-24 09:53:27 ANON-QNZW-XF5U-R 2021-11-24 09:44:56 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-24 09:53:30 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Student will be finished in Year 11 but younger sister in process of getting EHCP and wants to go to same school as brother. Yes Yes Younger sister would like to attend school. None. Stays for students with autism rather than become more mainstream - retain nurture area etc as currently there is a need for this school. Hard to find a suitable school for students with autism. 2021-11-24 10:04:37 ANON-QNZW-XF5D-7 2021-11-24 09:57:03 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-24 10:04:40 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House No Student will have left school in Sept. 
Big change for the boys, larger school.

No No Different for boys, not a good idea.
Increase social skills in a controlled environment. None. None. 2021-11-24 10:14:35 ANON-QNZW-XF5E-8 2021-11-24 10:08:15 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-24 10:14:36 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House No
Student struggling now and funding needed not here yet.
A bigger school and he may get forgotten but a bigger area may work to have a comfortable space to settle.
Policy of staff/staff numbers is a concern, they would need to increase staff numbers.

No No Boys and girls with behavioural issues and their age is not a good mix. None. None. 2021-11-24 10:27:38 ANON-QNZW-XF5M-G 2021-11-24 10:17:41 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-24 10:27:40 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes As long as child gets transport. Yes Yes N/A None. Brilliant school. 2021-11-24 11:23:11 ANON-QNZW-XF5B-5 2021-11-24 10:30:33 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-24 11:23:12 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes As long as provision. Yes Yes Should be mixed.
Normality. None. No comments. 2021-11-24 11:46:55 ANON-QNZW-XF5X-U 2021-11-24 11:28:57 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-24 11:46:56 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes No concerns, as long as classes no bigger. Yes Yes Indifference.
No alternative.
Better facilities, more room.

Child seems quite excited.
Nice for other children to have the same opportunity.
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Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Bigger facility suit better.
More space.

Yes Yes Real world needs to be integration.
School really good. No, happy with proposal. Great that doing this proposal, especially provision for girls. 2021-11-25 09:58:24 ANON-QNZW-XF52-N 2021-11-25 09:49:03 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 09:58:26 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Better if construction goes well. Yes Yes Makes it more normal school. None. What will happen with construction and garage motor vehicle maintenance and sporting facilities? 2021-11-25 10:12:52 ANON-QNZW-XF5R-N 2021-11-25 10:03:22 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 10:12:57 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes N/A Yes Yes N/A None.
6th form (open) - College not right places.
Large classes.
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Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Bigger more specialist. Yes Yes N/A None. None. 2021-11-25 10:34:37 ANON-QNZW-XF5K-E 2021-11-25 10:28:59 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 10:34:38 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes

More need for girls. Mixed school, not just a case of bad boys school.
Average school - takes away stigma.
No change - get transport anyway.
More space for pupils.
More school to school setting as building was built as a school.
Not house adapted.

Yes Yes N/A None. None. 2021-11-25 10:47:15 ANON-QNZW-XF56-S 2021-11-25 10:40:36 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 10:47:17 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes More central location.
Bigger school would enable some segregation of pupils with specific needs.

Yes Yes Son would like to have girls attending. None. Brilliant idea. 2021-11-25 11:06:27 ANON-QNZW-XF5W-T 2021-11-25 11:00:27 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 11:06:29 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Yes, if can help, ideal.
And class sizes rename school.

Yes Yes Yes, because need to interact.
Team building. No alternative. None. 2021-11-25 11:16:30 ANON-QNZW-XF5V-S 2021-11-25 11:09:49 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 11:16:41 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Happy as long as transport will stay the same. No No Does not support - Massive proportions of problems son had at the PRU involved girls. Behaviour has improved without girls. None - Unsure of other proposals. None. Does not know a great deal about the proposals. 2021-11-25 11:43:07 ANON-QNZW-XF5J-D 2021-11-25 11:37:13 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 11:43:09 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Supports proposal. Yes Yes In two minds from a personal view as son's girlfriend may want to move to the school.
Good idea to have mixed sex - might calm boys down. None. However, what are the plans for Seaton Sluice Middle School? Would it be possible to use this building? None. 2021-11-25 11:59:19 ANON-QNZW-XF57-T 2021-11-25 11:51:11 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 11:59:20 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes None. Yes Yes No comments. None. None. 2021-11-25 12:10:00 ANON-QNZW-XF5T-Q 2021-11-25 12:01:37 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 12:10:02 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House No

Do not know enough about it. Some concerns over more pupils and girls.
Would like an opportunity of a 6th form.
Concerns if bigger class sizes and less 1-2-1 time.
Not 100% for and not 100% against. Needs more information.

No No Concerns about females being in school - Could be a negative or positive unsure how child will react. No answer.
Would be positive if there was a 6th form. 
Would like to know more information about the move.
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Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Little issue with longer taxi but happy with proposals for bigger grounds etc. Yes Yes Believes it is right that it is unisex. None. None. 2021-11-25 13:22:25 ANON-QNZW-XF5N-H 2021-11-25 13:16:13 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 13:22:27 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Only worry is being far away from home. Yes Yes Good for mixture of boys and girls. None. None. Only comment is that it is further away from home. 2021-11-25 13:33:35 ANON-QNZW-XF5Z-W 2021-11-25 13:24:51 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 13:33:36 Introduction Consultation document

Other Grandmother Yes Has some concerns re mixed but happy if teachers can cope. Yes Yes N/A None. Only concern is if teachers can cope with girls being admitted but if teachers can cope, is happy. 2021-11-25 13:50:50 ANON-QNZW-XF5H-B 2021-11-25 13:44:53 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 13:50:51 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Happy with proposal. Yes Yes N/A None. None. 2021-11-25 14:01:18 ANON-QNZW-XF53-P 2021-11-25 13:54:44 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 14:01:19 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House No Son doesn't like change.
Thinks adding females will make situations worse, more fights, and more volatile.

No No N/A Leave Atkinson House as it is. Use the other site in Ponteland to house girls. Increased time in transport. By law child can only be in taxi for 1 hour. What happens if child is in taxi for more than an hour. Goes against regulations. 2021-11-25 14:13:01 ANON-QNZW-XF5S-P 2021-11-25 14:03:36 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 14:13:03 Introduction Consultation document

Other LAC (Looked After Child) Yes Good idea. Yes Yes No problem with this. None. Happy with it all. 2021-11-25 14:43:13 ANON-QNZW-XFU4-Q 2021-11-25 14:37:57 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 14:43:14 Introduction Consultation document

Other LAC Yes N/A Yes Yes N/A None.
Yr 11 child - 6th form.
Do you need to speak to social worker LAC.
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Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes N/A Yes Yes No problem with co-education. None.
Transport - same as now.
6th form - Would like - Child Yr 11. Not ready for working world - would regress. Lost without. Atkinson House -  Good move.
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Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

 6I do not believe that the use of the buildings abandoned by Richard Coates Primary School is appropriate. 
The current Atkinson House building is on a site very different to Thornhill Road in Ponteland being remote from shops, concentrated housing and Seghill First School and with little passing road or pedestrian traffic. On Thornhill Road it will be extremely difficult to prevent interaction between the site in question and Richard Coates 
Primary School, the Surestart building and the nearby houses and shops. I understand that staggered school times have been suggested but, if applied to the primary school, will be awkward for parents at other schools as well or whose working hours are fitted round the school day.
Loss of land to Henderson Court when the Ponteland Primary school was built reduced the area of playing fields which I believe did not then meet Sport England standards for two schools but was deemed adequate with some sharing between schools whose pupils covered early years to Year 8. What was set up was not designed for 
older pupils and It is hard to see how this could be extended to Year 13 or above and with adequate separation.
Richard Coates moved into the former Ponteland Primary  building last year as a delayed part of planned schools replacement in Ponteland. Demolition of the old building was expected and I believe that maintenance has been limited with this in mind.

Yes No I would have preferred a ‘don’t know’ option as I have no experience of co-educational SEMH schooling. I understand that Northumberland has 10, or thereabouts, empty school buildings and these should be considered. Is there none of these in a more suitable location? Are Atkinson House staff aware of Ponteland’s limited bus services? 2021-11-25 18:40:33 ANON-QNZW-XFUP-K 2021-11-25 15:12:26 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-25 18:40:48 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes Having visited Atkinson house school and being introduced to the facilities on offer I would agree that extra specialist areas would be required for a number of reasons. Hopefully being co educational a number of new academic and vocational areas would allow both boys and girls to develop skills that could not be offered at present. 
The curriculum and staffing would be changed to such a degree that it would be impractical to develop the current site mainly due to its position unless the land opposite Atkinson House could be acquired and built upon.

Yes Yes
Having worked in Secondary education as a teacher for 34 years in both single sex and mixed cohorts, I would fully support any proposal that would lead to co education. Having 
taught in an all boys school that slowly merged with an all girls school, I saw a positive outcome. The behaviour of the boys improved as they seemed to want to mature in line with the 
girls. This also allowed for improved educational outcomes and wider ranging opportunities within the curriculum.

As stated previously, the only possible way Atkinson House could be extended /relocated to allow for the extra students would be if the land opposite the existing school could be 
acquired and built on. I doubt this would be possible though due to it being an old pit head. Only that co educational schools benefit students in a number of ways when compared with same sex schools. 2021-11-25 19:57:11 ANON-QNZW-XFU1-M 2021-11-25 19:26:30 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 15_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/15.1 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-25 19:57:23 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No I think that rather than move the existing school perhaps it would be better to create an additional facility. The numbers of children requiring additional support is increasing so it makes sense to create additional space now and try to future proof provision rather than always playing catch up! Yes Yes I believe that co-education is important to develop well rounded kids that are able to relate to all sexes NA No 2021-11-25 20:37:33 ANON-QNZW-XFUA-4 2021-11-25 20:32:10 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 15_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/15.1 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-25 20:37:42 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes
The school needs has reached its capacity of pupils requiring additional educational support. 

The school needs to be mixed

Yes Yes Education needs to be diverse and inclusive No
Local residents should have an input regarding future use of the site.

I strongly feel the sports hall should be utilised by the local community.
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Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes A larger premises would be more advantageous to consolidate teaching and care of children with what would appear to an increase in mental health issues. Yes Yes It would seem sensible to consolidation of male and females with similar issues in one place None
There was a meeting with our local councillors last Thursday (18-Nov 2021) at Seghill Comrades where l proposed using the building as Sheltered Accommodation. There are  small workshops there also which could be used for start up businesses and the 
Sports Hall being made available for local use.
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Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Positive move. Yes Yes Positive move. None. None. 2021-11-26 09:10:21 ANON-QNZW-XFU2-N 2021-11-26 09:06:32 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 09:10:23 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Not bothered. Yes Yes Yes, boys and girls need to mix. None. Would like to see school have a sixth form. 2021-11-26 09:19:00 ANON-QNZW-XFUR-N 2021-11-26 09:15:18 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 09:19:01 Introduction Consultation document



Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes

School bigger and accommodate more students.
Home to school transport policy remains for receipt of transport.
GCSE's this year, will 6th form be available? 
Think about introducing apprenticeships/further education as little provision for future education.

Yes Yes Good idea. None. None. 2021-11-26 09:27:06 ANON-QNZW-XFUG-A 2021-11-26 09:21:02 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 09:27:07 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes

Bigger school needed.
Home to school transport policy continues, then no issues.
Transition timescales need to be worked with students to go to 6th form.
Apprenticeships could be a good idea.
Dynamics of school will change for boys - will girls know right from wrong; potential attacks on boys and they won't retaliate as they are boys vs girls.

No No Relationships could cause additional problems as boys used to being by themselves. None. None. 2021-11-26 09:38:25 ANON-QNZW-XFUK-E 2021-11-26 09:28:26 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 09:38:26 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes
Further to travel if an issue with son and need to get to school.
Extra students in classes is an issue but I understand that class sizes will remain the same.
If student takes poorly, parent doesn't drive, how do you get them home?

Yes Yes N/A None. None. 2021-11-26 09:45:12 ANON-QNZW-XFUY-V 2021-11-26 09:41:09 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 09:45:14 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Fine with relocation but need to look after students. No No AHSS taking on female students but should look after own male students first rather than take on additional mental health students. None. None. 2021-11-26 09:51:43 ANON-QNZW-XFU6-S 2021-11-26 09:48:52 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 09:51:45 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Happy for it to go ahead.  No difference for me/my son for travel distances. Yes Yes N/A None. None. 2021-11-26 10:58:43 ANON-QNZW-XFUV-S 2021-11-26 10:54:47 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 10:58:48 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Bigger site and beneficial as more kids need educations places.  Son is settled now, travelling may be an issued with it being longer away and need to him to be awake earlier, but could work once it’s done it over time.   More space would be good.  2 other children with SEMH needs and EHCP plans and would like to go to the same 
school.

Yes Yes Feel more like a mainstream school.  Boys may not adapt immediately, so staff need to be made aware.  Unfair as being single sex provision. No.  Needs to be changed, kids need more space.  Currently 'living in a caravan'. Need to take dogs with them - therapy play is essential. 2021-11-26 11:10:39 ANON-QNZW-XFUJ-D 2021-11-26 11:01:07 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 11:11:00 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes As long as transport remains the same, it will be fine.  Son may not like it.  No concerns about moving to Ponteland.  Increase in students is fine with me. Yes Yes More like mainstream - which is good. None. None. 2021-11-26 11:16:25 ANON-QNZW-XFU7-T 2021-11-26 11:12:17 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 11:16:28 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Travel times may be an issue as son may not get out of bed.  If taxi routes have to change, may be an issue.  Ideally have same drivers, and similar provision to limit an impact of change. Yes Yes Need to interact with girls on a daily basis.  Currently not getting chance to form relationships with members of the opposite sex. None.
I'd like there to be a 6th form provision, as want to look at SEN college placement.  Ideally would increase up to 18-year olds.  Needs to be more provision throughout the county.  Child in mainstream wouldn't get the same SEN support.  If number of 
pupils increasing, are teaching numbers are increasing?  Son like smaller class sizes.  Fine if class sizes are remaining the same.  Trust in the process, kids need to be aware and worked with - need to be a proper transition with it being summer holidays.  
6 weeks off needs help with transition.
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Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Son doesn’t like change, but should be fine.  Extra noise may affect him.  Travel distance - as long as same arrangements. Yes Yes Don't mind at all.  Previous schools were co-educational, so is fine with mixing with girls. None. Just want to be kept informed as much as possible. 2021-11-26 11:31:37 ANON-QNZW-XFU5-R 2021-11-26 11:26:27 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 11:31:40 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes I support reasons behind it - bigger, better facilities.  Transport needs to remain the same. Yes Yes It's good for the development of all children.  Only male companionship currently, sets them off on the track. Build brand new school closer to Cramlington. None. 2021-11-26 11:42:15 ANON-QNZW-XFU9-V 2021-11-26 11:36:43 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 11:42:17 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes Son in last year (GCSE), absolutely lost once his school finishes.  If there was a 6th form option it would provide a good 'route' for him.  School transport might be an issue. Yes Yes Don't see it as any kind of problem.  Preferable in a lot of ways as opposed to single sex.  Mixed environment is more natural - at work/college is not all one sex, same as socially.  No 
current problem with provision, but mixed would be beneficial. No - other proposals may not happen in the timeframe that would affect my son as he is leaving this Summer. None. 2021-11-26 11:49:07 ANON-QNZW-XFUN-H 2021-11-26 11:44:30 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 11:49:09 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes I do support in a sense, obvisouly be extra benefits.  Distance issue, if any thing happens, collection issues from Cramlington. Currently the school are accomodating and will drop off.  If missed taxi, people will collect/drop-off. Yes Yes Make it more mainstream if mixed, but doesn't really make a difference. None. No, but the consultation should also gather comments from pupils.  Jak loves school, and you need to understand his views.  As long as he is safe and happy, that's the main thing for me, but also need to gain staff views. 2021-11-26 12:08:04 ANON-QNZW-XFUZ-W 2021-11-26 11:51:33 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 12:08:08 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes No problems with moving from Seghill to Ponteland Yes Yes Happy for girls to be in the school None. No further comments other than I am happy if all of the needs are met 2021-11-26 12:17:23 ANON-QNZW-XFUH-B 2021-11-26 12:14:03 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 12:17:26 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes No comment No No I would prefer not to have girls in the school as some of the boys might act up and try to show off infront of the girls None No comment 2021-11-26 12:28:22 ANON-QNZW-XFU3-P 2021-11-26 12:23:40 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 12:28:24 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes There won't be much difference from now Yes Yes I do not believe that having girls in the school is a bad thing. None No comment 2021-11-26 12:33:44 ANON-QNZW-XFUS-P 2021-11-26 12:30:57 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-26 12:33:45 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

I  am against the proposal to relocate Atkinson House to this larger building in Ponteland for two reasons; 
 1.increased air pollu on, risk of road traffic accident and conges on from increased school traffic resul ng from the increased pupil numbers in central Ponteland.
 2.the lack of detailed safeguarding plans and absence of an example from the council of an exis ng successful co-loca on of these three specific educa onal se ngs (SEMH secondary school,  mainstream primary school and private pre-school nursery).  

Firstly,  I  am against the proposal due to traffic considerations (air pollution, risk of road traffic accident and congestion). I  disagree with the council’s assessment that "Local residents should feel very little, if any,  impact on the roads around the school." (https://padlet.com/Northumberland/atkinsonhouse) as a result of this proposed school relocation.
I also disagree with the view of my local Councillor Lyle Darwin who I  contacted about this: “The old school (Richard Coates) had a lot more pupils than what would be attending Atkinson House. This causing less disruption on the roads and less pollution in this area,  great all round.” (email correspondence).
According to the documentation provided by the council there are currently 60 boys at the school and the proposal suggests an additional 20 girls in 2022, and leaves open the possibility of year on year increases due to increasing demand for this provision across the county and the space available within the former middle school building.

The documentation states transport is currently 17 taxi vehicles for 60 boys.  A (conservative) estimate is therefore you would require at least 20 vehicles for 80 pupils (girls and boys) in 2022 if the relocation were to go ahead.
I have spoken to the Pele trust about overall pupil numbers in the Ponteland school system, and the transport arrangements when Richard Coates was a middle school.
On transport arrangements: the headteacher at Richard Coates CE primary school said, after checking old bus lists,  when the school operated as a middle school there would have been approx. four/five buses and two taxis/mini-buses.  That is less vehicles (and hence less pollution, RTA risk and vehicle disruption) than the 20+ needed to transport pupils as a result of this relocation. 
On overall pupil numbers:  my understanding from the Pele Trust is during the reorganisation from three to two tier the overall pupil numbers going to schools in the central Ponteland area has not declined and if anything has increased due in part to the existence of Ponteland Community Primary school in addition to the four Pele trust schools now operating in Ponteland. Year 7 and year 8 pupils that previously attended Richard Coates still go to school in central Ponteland, just a different site round the corner.   
 
For these reasons I  feel that the issue of increased school traffic resulting from the Atkinson House relocation has not been adequately considered yet from the perspective of: 
a) pollution levels for school pupils and for local residents from buses/taxis/cars idling at school drop off/pick up 
b) risk of road traffic accidents on Thornhill road and North road for children attending the nursey and primary schools and local residents 
c) vehicle congestion from school traffic in central Ponteland and the disruption for local residents. 
I  was disappointed to learn from Jacqui Pearson that a health impact assessment and environmental impact assessment will not be carried out to examine these issues in detail:
“An environmental impact assessment would not be required for this proposal as planning permission is unlikely to be needed” (email correspondence Jacqui Pearson)
I am however pleased to learn a carbon emissions assessment will be forthcoming and I look forward to reading this:
“Any potential impact on carbon emissions will also be included in the report to Cabinet published in December.” (email correspondence Jacqui Pearson)
Taking these vehicle and pupil numbers, and my experience as a parent walking children to/from school daily,  I  do not agree with the “little,  if any, impact on the roads” assessment and believe the additional 20+ vehicles transporting pupils to/from a relocated Atkinson House school will create increased pollution, RTA risk and disruption in central Ponteland relative to the current 2021 situation.
Secondly,  I  am against the proposal on safeguarding grounds because I  feel as a parent of children attending the primary school I  do not have adequate detailed information about the specific nature of safeguarding measures that will be implemented on site.  The council have not provided an example of an existing co-located SEMH secondary school,  mainstream primary school and private nursery school from elsewhere in the country which would assure me that this model can be managed successfully from a safeguarding point of view.  To be clear, I  am in 
no doubt about the priority and sincere intentions that both the council and all schools involved afford to safeguarding and I fully support and welcome this.   I  am also pleased to learn about the following but would need to see the specific safeguarding measures detailed in this feasibility study to feel reassured:
“the right physical structures that would need to be in place to make all students safe and secure,  such as any additional fencing/walls/buildings, would be identified as part of the building feasibility study.” (https://padlet.com/Northumberland/atkinsonhouse)
The questions I  need addressing:
How does the council intend to achieve co-use of the outdoor playing fields without a) reducing the provision for the children at the primary school and b) in a way which mitigates safeguarding risks and ensures privacy between the primary school and the secondary school? The Jan 2020 Ofsted report for Atkinson house explains that physical restraint is used on pupils at the school: “the number of restraints is reducing” (page 3, 50147475 (ofsted.gov.uk)). 
How will children 4 years old and upwards at the primary school be safeguarded from viewing the use of pupil restraint and/or inappropriate behaviour exhibited by pupils in the outdoor space (playing fields and playground at the back of the school and front entrance/exit to school grounds)?  
If violent or abusive language is used by secondary school children how will children 4 years old and upwards at the primary school be safeguarded from hearing inappropriate language?  
What model/template is the council working from to base the suitability assessment of this proposal? What examples does the council have (case studies, published reports in UK context) of the co-location on a similarly spaced and geographically arranged site of three identical types of educational provision i) a private pre-school nursery school ii) a primary school iii) a secondary school for children with ASD and/or SEMH. 
In response to this last question Jacqui provided the following information:
“The Dales Special School in Blyth was formerly located in East Hartford and moved to the former building of Wensleydale Middle School in Blyth in 2011.  I t is located adjacent to Horton Grange Primary School which has provision for children aged 2-11.   We are not aware of any issues that have arisen with Horton Grange or its pupils or families following The Dales relocation.” (email respondence)
Whilst this is great to hear, the Dales Special school is a primary school.  Atkinson House is a secondary school.   So the co-location model is slightly different.  I t is reasonable to anticipate there may be different safeguarding considerations for the mix of older children and younger children,  hence needing to see the full feasibility assessment and detailed planning here.   
In summary,  given the unique nature of the proposed arrangement (SEMH secondary school,  primary school and private nursery co-location),  as no evidence/examples of this as a successful model has been provided by the council to date,  as a parent of young children I would need to see detailed and specific plans for safeguarding measures in order to feel assured of the proposed relocation on safeguarding grounds.

No No

The change to co-education will increase pupil numbers at Atkinson house school, meaning the school needs to relocate and the proposed site for this relocation is the old middle school 
building on Thornhill road. I do not support the relocation of the school to the Thornhill road site.  Therefore, I am against the inclusion of girls purely on these grounds i.e. implications 
for school expansion and for the proposed relocation of the school to the Thornhill road site.  

According to the documentation provided by the council there are currently 60 boys at the school and the proposal suggests an additional 20 girls in 2022, and leaves open the 
possibility of year on year increases due to increasing demand for this provision across the county and the space available within the former middle school building.

The documentation states transport is currently 17 taxi vehicles for 60 boys.  My (conservative) estimate is therefore you would require at least 20 vehicles for 80 pupils (girls and 
boys) in 2022 if the relocation were to go ahead.

I feel that the issue of increased school traffic resulting from the Atkinson House relocation has not been adequately considered yet from the perspective of: 
a) pollution levels for school pupils and for local residents from buses/taxis/cars idling at school drop off/pick up 
b) risk of road traffic accidents on Thornhill road and North road for children attending the nursey and primary schools and local residents 
c) vehicle congestion from school traffic in central Ponteland and the disruption for local residents. 

I was disappointed to learn from Jacqui Pearson that a health impact assessment and environmental impact assessment will not be carried out to examine these issues in detail:
“An environmental impact assessment would not be required for this proposal as planning permission is unlikely to be needed” (email correspondence Jacqui Pearson)
I am however pleased to learn a carbon emissions assessment will be forthcoming and I look forward to reading this:
“Any potential impact on carbon emissions will also be included in the report to Cabinet published in December.” (email correspondence Jacqui Pearson)

Taking these vehicle and pupil numbers, and my experience as a parent walking children to/from school daily, I do not agree with the “little, if any, impact on the roads” assessment 
and believe the additional 20+ vehicles transporting pupils to/from a relocated Atkinson House school will create increased pollution, RTA risk and disruption in central Ponteland 
relative to the current 2021 situation.

Yes. Invest in bolstering the breadth and depth of EOTAS (education other than at school) provision across the county 
(https://northumberland.fsd.org.uk/kb5/northumberland/fsd/organisation.page?id=UE-7TWukOXA) until the Gilbert Ward school’s contractual issues have been sorted out 
and this state of the art school has opened to accommodate this growing need instead:

“A new school, the Gilbert Ward Academy, is also opening in the county but it has been delayed because of contractual issues.  In the meanwhile, we will need additional places 
for young people with SEMH transferring from primary school to secondary school in Autumn 2022.”  https://padlet.com/Northumberland/atkinsonhouse

The council could produce an options appraisal whereby they consider alternative sites not in a central residential area for school relocation where the pollution, RTA risks and 
congestion resultant from increased school pupil numbers and hence traffic will be less problematic.

If no alternative sites are available by 2022, bolstering the breadth and depth of EOTAS (education other than at school) provision across the county would be an interim solution 
https://northumberland.fsd.org.uk/kb5/northumberland/fsd/organisation.page?id=UE-7TWukOXA.

Children with SEMH are some of our most vulnerable in society and therefore it is paramount their needs are fully met and I wholeheartedly support the council’s endeavour to 
better address the expanding need in this area.  These children deserve nothing less than state of the art, purpose built teaching facilities.  Whilst I see that recycling the 1960s 
two story school building provides more space:

“Students with special educational needs require more space per pupil to meet their needs." https://padlet.com/Northumberland/atkinsonhouse
The space under consideration is not wheelchair accessible and has not been designed benefitting from our current understanding and existing evidence base around how to 
design physical spaces to enhance health, wellbeing and educational experience.  

The council could consider selling suitable land is owns for e.g. residential property development and invest this money in building tailor-made educational provision for those 
with SEMH or extending the provision at the new Gilbert Ward Academy.   An interim solution whilst this building work is being carried out would be to bolster the provision of 
EOTAS.

Yes, I am concerned digital exclusion has not been adequately addressed in this current consultation.  I fear not every Ponteland resident who would want to have a say a) is aware that this consultation is currently happening b) will be able to access the 
paper-based mechanism to respond.  Currently you need to be digitally literate (email) to request a paper-based version of the consultation to submit a non-electronic response: 
Extract from page 8 “If you or someone you know would prefer to send a hard copy, please request a printed form by contacting mailto:educationconsultations@northumberland.gov.uk stating that you require a printed survey form for the proposals for 
Atkinson House consultation (13.10.21 –01.12.21).” 

I asked Jacqui Pearson:
Have all Ponteland residents on the roads surrounding the school and the houses which back on to the playing fields of the school site had a posted letter informing them about the current consultation, the questions being asked and how to submit a 
response?  If no, how have the council ensured all residents in the vicinity are aware of the current consultation?  How has the council ensured equality of opportunity to respond to the consultation and what processes are in place to demonstrate this 
fairness has been achieved? 

I received the following response from Jacqui: 
“This informal consultation is being conducted in line in with DfE guidelines and details will be set out in the report to Cabinet published in December.”

I read the DfE document (https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/756572/Maintained_schools_prescribed_alterations_guidance.pdf) Jacqui provided the link to and I couldn’t see in this 
anything that directly answers my question about the consultation mechanism that Northumberland council have used in this instance i.e. yes/no whether a posted letter had been sent to residents or not.  It does state however that the council must:
"ensure open and fair consultation with parents, any affected educational institutions in the area (e.g. primary, secondary, special schools, sixth form and FE colleges as required) and other interested parties. The consultation principles guidance 
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/consultation-principles-guidance) can be referenced for examples of good practice." page 24 

‘Consultation principle f' in the 'consultation principles guidance' referred to above states: 

"Consider the full range of people, business and voluntary bodies affected by the policy, and whether representative groups exist. Consider targeting specific groups if appropriate. Ensure they are aware of the consultation and can access it. Consider 
how to tailor consultation to the needs and preferences of particular groups, such as older people, younger people or people with disabilities that may not respond to traditional consultation methods."  page 1 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/consultation-principles-guidance

I feel that unless residents, many of whom are elderly, have received a posted letter and/or the consultation has been advertised in the local vicinity of the school by means other than online (e.g. on posters at the shopping precinct and on lampposts), 
then the council has not gone to sufficient lengths to address digital exclusion and has not fulfilled its responsibility to ensure an open and fair consultation exercise.
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Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

Yes
It sounds like this is a good use of resource for an increasing issue.

I live near Atkinson House and it appears to be a well run facility that causes no issues to the local residents. However, if it’s capacity is no longer fit for purpose I agree it should be moved.

Yes Yes Seems to be a sensible proposal which increases capacity and provides support for all as opposed to purely boys. None No 2021-11-28 09:11:01 ANON-QNZW-XFEF-S 2021-11-28 09:08:18 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-28 09:11:08 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No

I do not feel that it is appropriate for a secondary school, where children have Special Educational Needs, to be located to both a primary school and a nursery. A lot of the pupils will have no filter on their language or behaviour and having this within earshot of small children is not acceptable. The sharing of facilities such as the school 
field also makes it inappropriate for the same reasons, there are safeguarding issues and the Coates and Tinklers children should not be put at a detriment. Even if the Atkinson House students are basically locked in school for the day, there is the issue at drop off and pick up. Even changing the school timings so they do not coincide 
does not help Little Tinklers, as in order to safeguard their children they would be limited when they could use their outdoor space. There are so vulnerable adults near the school site who would be at risk from and aggressive behaviour from the pupils at Atkinson House that are allowed to leave the site. If it was a primary this would be 
different, but many of these pupils are practically adults and would be too much of a safeguarding risk for the direct local vulnerable community and the children already located on the site.

No Yes I have no issues with it being single sex or co-ed, but either way this site is not appropriate for the school to be located.
I understand a new facility is being built, I suggest you get the builders to build it quicker as I'm assuming you picked a more appropriate site for the new school than the site in 
Ponteland!

I want you to think about all the pupils. The upheaval for the atkinson house pupils is likely to be an issue for them in itself. You need to also think of the safety and wellbeing of the children already on the site. Their mental and physical wellbeing is just as 
important as the atkinson House students, they should not be made to suffer due to the new facility not being ready
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Member of a Parish Council in area covered by Atkinson 
House

No

This is not the correct location for this relocation. The location in Ponteland is right in the middle of a very populated residential area and adjacent to a nursery and primary/middle school. I believe the location the school is at now is in the middle of an industrial estate how does that compare to a highly residential area, in which the 
attendee's may indeed cause some kind of disruption. I believe if this relocation is granted it will effect the numbers of the students who attend the nursery and middle school next door and will devalue the properties nearby. Surely the land would be worth more sold and houses built on. 
Ponteland Town Centre has only just settled down with the high volumes of traffic since the new school and leisure complex has been built. This proposal is going to cause havoc yet again. Every pupil who attends this school will need to be taxied in or via buses and this will make the town center a nightmare again. That was the whole 
point of moving the primary school to the new complex. You fixed a problem and now its going to be unfixed, it makes no sense at all. I strongly object to this absolutely crazy idea and I feel for those people who live in and around this area as they have only breathed a sigh of relief for a very short time. Ponteland is a SMALL town and 
should be treat that way. Give us a break please.

No No If it works now, leave it as it is. Venerable and emotional children with mental health issues is a very delicate subject and I believe they should be educated separately to reduce the 
emotions and the problems co-education can make. I do not know of any suitable locations but Ponteland definitely is not the right one. This line is very fine and I think a school for this purpose should be located away from other young children and highly residential areas. Ponteland is a quiet small town and should remain that way. 2021-11-29 12:32:36 ANON-QNZW-XFEP-3 2021-11-29 12:12:05 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/95.0.4638.69 Safari/537.362021-11-29 12:32:46 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in another school No It’s not safe for kids who study in Richard Coast. They can observe a inappropriate behaviour or suffer a aggression. No No It’s better to work for separate. I don’t have. I’m sure you are doing the best as you can but please consider other location for kids from Atkinton House. 2021-11-29 14:40:37 ANON-QNZW-XFE1-4 2021-11-29 14:35:12 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 14_7_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/14.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-29 14:40:52 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes None Yes Yes None None None 2021-11-29 15:55:28 ANON-QNZW-XFEQ-4 2021-11-29 15:34:20 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 12_4_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/12.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-29 15:55:32 Introduction Consultation document

Parent of a student in Atkinson House Yes None Yes Yes None None None 2021-11-29 15:56:37 ANON-QNZW-XFEA-M 2021-11-29 15:56:17 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 12_4_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/12.1.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.12021-11-29 15:56:41 Introduction Consultation document

Resident / member of the community living in the area 
served by Atkinson House

No

While I fully appreciate the need for increased facilities and secondary provision for girls with SEMH needs, I have major concerns for this proposal. The site is next to a nursery and primary school. The proposal for shared facilities is impractical and inappropriate for  the children from both schools. Detailed explanation of proposals for 
arrival at and departure from the proposed school have not been provided. Taxis would drop the children off but they would be free to abscond. These pupils have anxiety issues and challenging behaviours which could impact on the junior school pupils and damage the dignity of the pupils with issues. The school is opposite old people's 
properties and close to a shopping centre and even close to bus stops. Most of these residents and shopkeepers are not aware of the proposals and those who are aware have concerns. The tine frame for consultation and opening of the proposed school is too tight.
Also, the old Richard Coates school was deemed not fit for purpose. Having waited this long to supply adequate SEMH provision, a decision should not be rushed and a purpose-built school away from a primary school and shops and out if a residential afrea should be found. There is a rumour that Coates school would be expected to 
adjust its start and finish times. This would be totally inappropriate, especially given the number if working parents.

Yes Yes Girls should not be taken out of the area. It makes economic sense to have all pupils on one site if a school is to provide specialist staff and facilities.
Kirkley Hall - plenty of buildings or space for buildings plus lots of land where PE and other exercise could be provided. This would be away from young pupils, residential homes 
and the temptation of shops or even catching a bus. Nearby residents should have been given information through their doors. Few people read newspapers and many people, especially older people, do not look at socuial media or websites. 2021-11-29 16:50:25 ANON-QNZW-XFEU-8 2021-11-29 16:31:25 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-11-29 16:50:38 Introduction Consultation document



Other Resident of Ponteland No
Wrong Location.  Next to primary school, nursery school, the elderly and vulnerable residents. 
You should know the answer to this question.
You are after a quick fix with no thought given to your actions.

No No Pupils suffering from anxieties would benefit from separate schools. 
Boys can be intimidating to a young girl in puberty and they can feel threatened by them.

Kirkley Hall.
Children who are fallen behind in mainstream education  need hands on Education.
Education, Mechanic, Wood work, Metal Work, Cooking,  etc  etc etc. 
 working with animals can form bonds with young adults when they can not  relate to adults. 
Animals can provide the NEED factor to young adults. 
If you feel needed your behaviour can change and animals need to be cared for.
Not everyone is academic.

Further consultation is imperative. 
This should be a posted out consultation particularly to the estates this school sits in, the general public  and shop keepers. 
COVID has provided the NCC with a fantastic reason not to hold a face to face consultation with the residents of Ponteland. 
Very underhanded dealings from NCC.
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Other County Councillor for Seghill with Seaton Delaval Yes I've not received any objections from residents regarding the proposal. Yes Yes An increase in capacity is welcome. None

Residents in Seghill are very interested in the future uses of the Atkinson House site.

Various suggestions have been made including sheltered accommodation for the elderly, use of the workshops as small business units and the sports facilities being available for community use.

There is also a strong argument for a site for a new school in Seghill and Atkinson House should be considered as part of any exercise that looks at that.
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Parent of a student in another school No

I feel that the school is not suitable. It is old with narrow corridors and lots of areas out of sight of children.

The traffic is already terrible in the morning. Especially leaving and going to north road. 

It is next to a nursery school and a primary school with tiny children.

Too near to local shops which already experience problems with local youths.

This proposal seems to me rushed and not fully thought out.

Do the local residents even know about it?
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Other Pele Trust CEO No

This response provides a singular view gained from discussions with the staff, Headteacher and governors from Richard Coates as well as all Pele Trust Headteachers and Board of Directors.
Pele Trust supports the need for additional SEMH provision within Northumberland but our concerns are about the decision to co-locate alongside a primary school, which we feel is wholly inappropriate.

Given a free hand, would anyone consider placing a SEMH provision of predominantly 11-16 years old males immediately next to a primary school site with the intention of sharing outdoor facilities? I believe the answer to this simple question would be a resounding, 'No'. 

It feels as though the decision to explore the use of this site is opportunistic given that it is a vacant building, however, the same is true of Hexham Middle School, which offers a sole location and unfettered access to yards and fields thereby removing some of the concerns we have about the current proposals. I am sure there are other 
feasible sites and would encourage NCC to review the suitability of these for the relocation of Atkinson House.

Our additional concerns are framed in the following questions:

1. Is it possible to adequately safeguard primary pupils if there is shared access to some parts of the site?
- At this point in time there are no clear strategies/ideas being put forward to enable the Trust to make an informed decision on this aspect.

2. Is it possible to shield primary pupils/staff from exposure to bad language/inappropriate behaviour?

Yes Yes We believe that the decision to make any provision co-educational rests with NCC and is not a decision that requires our perspective or input.

Our request is that NCC conduct a feasibility study based on other vacant school sites including Hexham Middle School. 

We understand there are approximately 10 additional vacant school sites across the County and would ask that these are given further consideration especially where they are 
single school sites.

The Council's Cabinet need to ensure they have a very clear and undiluted view of the nature of the pupils at Atkinson House; this is not to castigate individuals but to fully understand the complexities presented by their behaviour and learning needs. 

When fully aware of this level of detail I am sure that the Cabinet will agree that housing this provision alongside a mainstream primary school is ill thought out and inappropriate.
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Other Director of Education, Diocese of Hexham and Newcastle Yes I am supportive of a specialist SEMH provision that can provide additional places for both male and female students identified with SEMH. Yes Yes This is responding to the increased demand for such provision for female students. none none 2021-11-30 13:27:09 ANON-QNZW-XFEC-P 2021-11-30 13:24:30 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.36 Edg/96.0.1054.292021-11-30 13:27:14 Introduction Consultation document

Other School governor at Richard Coates school No
I am concerned about the dangers arising for adjacent school and nursery in close proximity to an older age group of emotionally and behaviourally challenged students in such close proximity and that the school is not (quite correctly) secure.
No effective measures have been submitted for separating students and younger age children when using the playing fields.
Alternative sites are available at Kirkley Hall, old Hexham middle school and elsewhere.

No No In a suitable location I would however support this provision Premises with modification ( as will be required at the old Richard Coates site) are available at Kirkley Hall and Hexham Middle school.
The impact on the local community of vulnerable older people and the local shops will also be adversely impacted and a full rick analysis with mitigation measures will be required. Such mitigation measures will require students to be held in secure 
premises from the time of arrival by transport until collected by transport.
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Staff member in Atkinson House Yes
Yes, our current building is not fit for purpose,  a building is required that enables staff to deliver & pupils to receive a full curriculum in which they can engage in to reach their full potential in an environment that supports them and their educational needs.

There is a shortage of places for children within the county, with the correct support we are well placed to provide an education to additional pupils.

Yes Yes Yes there is no provision in Northumberland for girls with SEMH
The location of the proposed new site in Ponteland is a distance away from the majority of our pupils in the the southeast of the county, can a site closer not be sourced or the 
empty land by our current site be developed allowing us to still make use of the vocational building?

How can you guarantee that the new site will be open and ready for September?  It is a very short time frame, especially concerning the nature of our pupils and how they cope with change.
Will a back-up plan be put in place?
What additional support is being provided to the SLT team when their time and attention is being called upon for the new build.
Are the vastly different needs of pupils being taken into account during the design and build?
What are the plans for the additional phases?
With the proposed free school opening in 2022 can pupil numbers be guaranteed?
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Other Ponteland resident No

I am extremely concerned that the young children who attend both the nursery and Richard Coates Primary School will be adversely affected by the presence of secondary school children with SEMH needs.  Safeguarding of these young children must be paramount, and exposing them to the possible bad language and behaviour of 11-
16 year olds must be avoided at all costs.

The proposal states that NCC will provide suitable sporting facilities at the Ponteland site. This will undoubtedly mean that the existing playing fields will have to be shared.  In this latter case, it would be imperative that a substantial, permanent screen be erected between the segregated areas, but how would the primary school 
children be protected from the verbal noise from the teenagers.

Although NCC states that A.H. students will be dropped off within the school grounds, I have a real concern that they will not be escorted into the school, and will then have the opportunity to leave the premises and walk past the nursery building, bungalows that house old and vulnerable adults and the Primary School to access the 
shopping centre in Merton Way.  Therefore the security of the former Richard Coates school must be enhanced to prevent the former A. H. pupils from leaving the premises.

I am also appalled that the consultation process has not been correctly followed.  Despite the fact that the proposals document makes great play that events would be held where stakeholders would have the opportunity to speak face to face to Council officers, nothing has appeared on the NCC website advertising this face, and 
additionally there have been no letters sent to local residents who will be affected should A.H. relocate, so for NCC to claim (as they do in the FAQ Consultation Process) that this has taken place is blatantly false.  This consultation must be extended to give everyone the chance to comment.

Yes Yes Every child should be treated equally, so I have no problem with making such a specialist provision co-educational.

My understanding is that there is a vacant school in Hexham which would do equally as well as the Ponteland site.
Also there is ample provision at Kirkley Hall, which has the added advantage of being located well away from younger children, and has facilities for sports and other recreational 
activities.
This consultation must be extended for NCC to properly investigate alternative premises.

I understand that both the land and buildings of the former Richard Coates School do not currently belong to NCC, and that negotiations for their transfer have not taken place.  

Also, I note that their have been no consultations with local residents.

These factors support my suggestion that the consultation on this proposal should be extended until after the turn of the year.
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Parent of a student in another school No

Whilst I support better fcailities for SEMH pupils, I believe this shouldn't come to the detriment to children of other schools, and I believe this is what this propsal would result in.

The area around Atkinson House has suffered from many forms of anti-social behaviour, including foul language, agrresive behaviour and damage to local residents homes. I believe that deliberately relocating that kind of environment to an area in such close proximity to young children, who attend Little Tinklers Nursery and Richard 
Coates Primary school would border on neglect.

Furthermore, such a move would go against Section 175 of the Education Act 2002 which states that:

"A [local authority] shall make arrangements for ensuring that [their education functions] are exercised with a view to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children."

I believe that any potential benefits for the children of Atkinson House would be far outweighed by the negative ramifications the move would have on the children of both Little Tinklers Nursery and Richard Coates Primary, not to mention the local residents.

No No My only objection is to the proposed new site of the school. I have no strong opinions on if the school should be co-ed or not. I'm am not in a position to make an informed opinion 
about that.

I would assume that moving a school would involve following a well established set process, which uses strict criteria to identify potential new sites for schools. Criteria that 
would presumably be driven in part by legilation such as the Education Act 2002. I can't see how this proposal would meet that criteria.

I can see the thought process behind this proposal. You need more schools, you have an empty one sitting there, just use that one. Given the specifics involved here though, that is an overly simplistic way of looking at it.

Providing more places for SEMH childrne is an important objective, but the coucil have a resposibility for all children within their trust and their wellbeing needs to be accounted for as well.
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Other Carer of grandchild Yes N/A Yes Yes It will be good for the boys at Atkinson House but particularly good to have the right provision for girls with SEMH in Northumberland. 6th form would be good at Atkinson House. None. 2021-12-01 11:52:44 ANON-QNZW-XFE6-9 2021-12-01 11:49:47 v7.3.0 open Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/96.0.4664.45 Safari/537.362021-12-01 11:52:46 Introduction Consultation document

Member of a Parish Council in area covered by Atkinson 
House

Yes
The school at Atkinson House won't be big enough to accommodate any extra pupils. 
It appears that the new site has access to playing fields and that would be better for any pupil to use as I don't think that the present site has this facility. 
Children come to Atkinson House from all over the county so it doesn't need to be based in Seghill.

Yes Yes There are lots of female students with SEMH needs and there should be provision for them too.  A mixed setting  will help the male students gain a greater understanding and respect 
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Other No
I do not think it is appropriate to have this type of school next to a primary school and nursery. The safe guarding and the priority should be for the schools already established in ponteland. 
There are a lot of elderly people in the surrounding area and these peoples needs should also be taken into consideration. There is already 3  primarys in ponteland and a high school. The traffic is very bad in the mornings with ques in every direction coming in and out of ponteland. I think the traffic and extra pollution into ponteland 
Evey morning and car parking spaces should also be taken into consideration.
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